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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

1 April 2011
0600 (EDT) UPDATE

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

Summary of information received as of 0600 (EDT) 1 April from the NRC, Embassy-
Tokyo, IAEA Incident and Emergency Center, TEPCO, METI, NISA, Japan Atomic
Industrial Forum, Nuclear Energy Institute, and media outlets. (NOTE: JST = EDT + 13
hours; EDT = GMT/UTC - 4 hours).

Note: With the 1800 March 31 SITREP we started labeling each entry with the time and
date of the latest SITREP that updated the information. Paragraphs with no indicated
time were prepared prior to the 1800, March 31 SITREP and were included as the latest
information available.

Updates on Reactor Vessel Integrity:

Per JAI As Iof 0'00 E.D April 1,it is presumed that raioic6ative material inside te
reactor vessel ma y Ii ye leaked outside~ nýits 1, 2 arid 3- NISA anuonced that tereactor
pressure vessel of Units 2 and' 3 ma have losAir tightness judg Tj- from the low pressure
inside th~e pressure vessel, NISAireportsthat it Is I-nikely that these are cracks or holes III
the reactoý pre~ssure vessck. (0600, 4/1 SITR'EP).

Per IAEA as of 1000 EDT March 3 1, pumping of water from the Unit 1 turbine building
has been stopped. Per NEI as of March 31, workers finished pumping water from Unit 3
turbine building and had started pumping contaminated water from the Unit 2 turbine
building into a storage tank. (1800, 3/31 SITREP)

Per JAIF as of 0643 EDT, March 3 1, work began to transfer water from Unit 1 tunnel to a
storage tank to prevent it from flowing out to sea. (1800, 3/31 SITREP)

Per the IAEA, the Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan suggests that higher activity in
the water discovered in the Unit 2 turbine building is supposed to be caused by the water,
which has been in contact with molten fuel rods for a time and directly released into the
turbine building via some, as yet unidentified, path. An investigation is underway as to
how the water accumulated in the trenches. (0600, 3/31 SITREP)

Updates on Cooling Efforts and Cooling Water Management:

JAFreports thatas of 0300 EDT April I
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~"Steam lIike s'bstaticce rosec intermittently fioml the realctor buil~dinh- at IUnits 1,'
3'and 4 -spetici(fe Ip~oLs suspeccted source- Ti'c twI 'rsr , I- waý-ter to
the spent I benh conducted.

*Walter injection to the reactorirepiu vesýLF ClhVbyMtemPOIrall HinSta Iled Pu was
switched from seawater to freshwater ait Uni 1, 2~ xi3.

~,High radi'tion cicrjims ance. hamfpet-iii the work to restr nrlilll installed
pumnps 'for injection. Dise ar-Ing radioactive water in the baseiciit Uf the
buildings of Unhits 1. 2 and 3 cduntiilue to~ Improve thissituation. (00, 1
SITREP)

The IAE~A reported at 1400 EDT, Mach 31 hasd onhYNISA piksstelcasc&
Te Unit I conidenser 'Is ~lt P1,1-pl"%aC7fO hmUftttrieýld

hasnicitto heUni-1condenser was stopped is 8of ,) onl 28 MVarch. In
prepartI on for transferrng water in the basementof the turbine building to te
condenser. w-ater in the condenser storage, tnk is being trapisfeirred tosurge tank-
of the suppression pool Inrce Marchi 3, 23-100tDT. Water in te trench was
transferred to a water tn-at te central enviironicimtntl facility, process ma~in
liuildino, and the waerlevel i the trench wasreduced froim - 0.. 14 nicet
(rnieaiýred fiorn the top) to- 1.14 meter on March I3 I durli 00:20-02:25 UTC.
[It•SAepresssrelease #
Ont Unit 2 in order to prepare for removal of the water fror the turbine buifdin
basement. pumping of water fornthe condenser to suippression pool water- surge

was star~ted at 03:45 E,-DT 29 %larch. [iSA press release f?4]
Oil Uniit3IIn order toprtepar'e for remioval of the water from) turbine building
basemricnturnping~ ofv water f1-011) te Conden~ser to Suppres~i oon 01Water Surge
v~as ý.tal-ted at 04:40 iJTC, on. %arch 28 and coinpletcd at 2'ý37 TTon 30
March. [_NISA ~press release #ý65] (ý6 4/1~ SLTRP)

On April 1, the XKrodo News rcpor-ts thatfresl-cw at&carriedfic by a Lh;S. Navy tbargC will
soon be dleliverd to tanks aFtthe plain to be Injected. nto the reactors. The barge contains
300,000 g-,llons of fresh water and is now moore1-d at the Daiichi power station., while
another- sh~ip cartyingr an a4dcitiolial 200 000 gallons is expected to arrivc later Friiday.

The NRC reported that as of 0430 EDT March 31 one train of temporary cooling
equipment had been transported to Yokota Air Force Base and that two fresh water
barges from the US Navy were en route to the Daiichi site. (1800. 3/31 SITREP)

Updates on Electrical Power Restoration Efforts:

No updates since 0600 March 29 SITREP. Power distribution panels (Power Centre) in
Units 2 and 4 connected to the off-site electrical supply; lighting in units 1, 2 and 3
control rooms restored; some instrumentation recovered for units 1, 2 and 4 with
individual components are still being checked prior to being energized. (0600, 4/1
SITREP)
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Updates on Injuries and Exposure of Daiichi Workers:

The IAEA rep~orte~d at 1400 EDT, March 31 thl~tNSA had r~eportd 20 workcrs it the
Fuk-ushima Daliichil pat had received in exce~sso 0mv(1Re)(60,/

JAIIF epoi-ts that ras o&f 0300EDT Aprl 1. thei i plan tospmSytei sl o
contain contaaminated dust. (0600O;4211 SITRE11)

Radiation Detection Updates:

JA I Freported as of 2-000 EDT March 3 1:
*Radiationi levels were 0.91liSv/ aft the south Iside, of the office building,

J15Oi[iS%/h at th ii ,ac 1I'-Vha the~ Wct gate a o 2000 EDT March 31.
S4$ivhatthe border of ffenccr oe ln at 2000 %lakl.i 31. (0600, 4/1

The IAEA reported as of 1000 EDT on March 31 new results from the marine monitoring
stations 30 krn off-shore for 28 March.

" A decrease for the northernmost sampling station for 1- 13 1 and a slight increase
for Cs-137 as compared to values measured on 27 March.

" For sampling points situated towards the south of the transect an increase both for
1-131 and for Cs-137 as compared to the previous day, with maximum
concentrations in water below 30 Bq/l and 20 Bq/1 respectively, still considerably
lower than the maxima recorded on 23 March (correlates with trends in
concentrations measured close to the discharge points).

• The latest analyses in seawater 330 m south of the discharge point of NPP Units
1-4, and 30 m north of the discharge point of Units 5-6 were made available for
29 March with readings of 130 000 Bq/1 of 1-131, 32 000 Bq/1 of Cs-137 and 31
000 Bq/1 of Cs-134 were reported near Units 1 - 4. (1800, 3/31 SITREP)

JAIF reported as of 0800 March 31:
* The radiation dose was higher than 1000 mSv at the surface of water accumulated

on the basement of Unit 2 turbine building and in the tunnel for laying piping
outside the building on March 27.

• Plutonium was detected from the soil of the Fukushima Daiichi NPS site on Mar.
28th. The concentration of plutonium measured is as little as in normal
environment, almost the same as measured in Japan when the nuclear bomb tests
were conducted in the atmosphere in the past, and not harmful to human body.
Radioactive materials exceeding the regulatory limit had been detected from
seawater samples collected in the sea surrounding the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS
since March 21. Radioactive Iodine, 1-131, with 4,385 times higher than
regulatory limit detected on March 30. (1800, 3/31 SITREP)

JAIF reported as of 0800, March 31 that radioactive material in milk and agricultural
products from Fukushima and neighboring prefectures. GOJ issued orders to limit
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shipment and intake for some products. Radioactive iodine exceeding the provisional
legal limit was detected from tap water sampled in some prefectures from March 21 to
27. GOJ advised not to drink the water in those regions, then lifted the advice on March
28 except for four cities and villages in Fukushima prefecture. (1800, 3/31 SITREP)
By NMlr-3 1, advice wýas lifted for~allrc~i'n xetfl n iyal il;W

fukshm~ p(ýfc-i-. 1060,4!1 ITREP)

JAIF reported as of 0800, March 31 that the IAEA reported radiation levels twice as high
as its criterion for evacuation in a village 40 kilometers from Fukushima Daiichi, outside
the 20 kilometer exclusion zone and the 20-to-30 kilometer alert zone where DOJ has
advised voluntary evacuation. The IAEA said its experts measured levels of 1131 and
Cs137 in soil around the plant between March 18th and 26th. It said measurements in
litate Village, 40 kilometers northwest of the Fukushima plant, were double the IAEA
operational criteria for evacuation and that it had advised DOJ to carefully assess the
situation. In Tokyo on Thursday, Japan's Chief Cabinet Secretary Yukio Edano told
reporters the reported radiation levels in litate will not have an immediate impact on
human health but could be harmful if exposed over a long period of time. He said the
government will closely assess the long-term impact and take appropriate action. (1800,
3/31 SITREP)

On 31 March, Kyodo news reported that radioactive iodine- 131 at a concentration of
4,385 times the maximum level permitted under law has been detected in seawater near
the plant. In addition, Japanese authorities were also urged to consider taking action over
radioactive contamination outside the 20-kilometer evacuation zone around the plant, as
the International Atomic Energy Agency said readings from soil samples collected in the
village of litate, about 40 km from the plant, exceeded its criteria for evacuation. (0600
3/31 SITREP)

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update (Updated each SITREP):

Recent events of past 24 hours:

Modeling
•<NARAC: Continued work on products normalizing NARAC models to

measurements taken in the fleld. Prheaniir-)sesment of eltefom Unit 2
resultir g~in depoitiii extedin to th 1'rhý,.t Futhr asscment of, dose
rate measuir-bement correlated to plumec passaje nLY01

Field Monitoring and Assessment
0 Continued monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan

"AM$UU-I JH-I Few thesouthem hialf'offhk Exrssa south of
Kei-yam to he illsnorh ofKurlso o cmplte planned mission ~fromi

/3 0.
"AMS 1-111-60: Flci thc southern h~alf]TohLoku Fxpire,,s%%ay noth of

Koity-ýtnato t~ tinpt Isld o f Fushr, to cinppcte plarncneslission
trom 31/30.
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AMIS C- I 2-: Fle~w th~e ficro iraei (AfIorth Tokyo across the %lly fly~ing
eas(to vwestat the request of' GOJ.

0~ One ground tean dro%ýeut to the eýas side olfTokyo Bay to9h~oshi, dr~ive
upthe oast to fr&Toka NP thenrerturn- Thams conductcedt ea/ganima
surveys, in-situ gamima spec aind lo-olm samrý,ple for~
particilate/lodinee

TrIa*(- 4ginavi.ý of Air filters for US Fnh~yadfkri rwr opee

Medical Consult
Responded to R~l onbosa ~ .. wresdpoe to Japan

Planned operations over the next 24 hours:
" Aerial Monitoring

SAM UH- I Fly approxinately,, Q1065 N4 %vest of the plant at506, ft AGl
at 2000 ft line spaclng.~

SAMS HI--60: Fly approximatcly 5.5-70 NNI cst.southw 6estotcplant a
500 ft ACJ1 at 2000-4 1'r lispacigý

~YA MS C-12. Fly appr~oximtey 20-40 NTvest of ,the pla4n
" Ground Monitoring

" TBD
" One ground team will travel to Yokosuka to collect air samples

WhnqroeýCodnt ~withAFRA to Isert 8 bDQE-1n'field'
....aerhus e is .Dis.tan lS E '... Wa•, n Ig• nc.

" Continue joint Monitoring and Assessment planning with DoD (US AFRAT).

Updates by Reactor Unit (Updated each SITREP)

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 1 reactor (NRC priority 1):
According to IAEA, injection of freshwater into the reactor core continues as of 1400
UTC on March 31 through a feedwater line at an indicated flow rate of 8.0 m3/h. The
pumping of freshwater into the RPV has been switched from fire trucks to temporary
electrical pumps with diesel backup.

LP(:rJAlF at 0000JSiTj IApril, rea.ctor parameters, are: RVpresuei1.QMa
(B0.8 I~a wae ee.65/1.65 meter belw the top of the fuel 'rods- containment
vesse.l• .175•• -Paa•-"
Per IAEA, at 1400 UTC March 31, reactor temperature for Unit 1 Feedwater nozzle has
decreased from 2810 C to 251 'C. Bottom head temperature is 128' C.

Per ISk, around 17:56 >ST 30 arch,ernoke was psingfroature the powrdisn.....ion
p~anel on the first floor of the turbinebhui~lingof'U~it 1. lowevr, hen ei power upply
wvasturned off, the smoke~ stoppe~d to ,nratc It w -sudged by the f rc taton~ at19:15
that th'is event was ause(]y the Malfuction of the~ pove dsributionpanel and as not

Per NINA, as of14:~30JS F30Nlach, thie Residuial lla eoaSs () tocpool the
reactor of Unit I became ableto ecvpowerfrom the andt
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exera >Oe SLJJ]ý31'Vtý,ýtcrn ft, akppw~ upphles (emergency
powe suplis) f'Rsidal Hat emoal ystm () for a1llunit-. (0600Q 411 SITREP)

Per the IAEA at 1400 UTC March 31, no further information was available regarding the
plan to commence pumping water into the Unit 1 Spent Fuel Pool by concrete pumping
truck from March 29.
No data is available for SFP pool water temperature as of this report.
Previous estimate of fuel rod damage is at 70%. The reactor vessel and primary
containment are intact. Unit #1 contains 292 elements.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 reactor (NRC priority 2):
According to IAEA, injection of freshwater into the reactor core continues as of 1400
UTC on March 31 through the fire extinguisher line at an indicated rate of 8 m3/h using a
temporary electric pump with diesel backup.

As of 1831 27 March, TEPCO reports having switched over to utilizing a temporary
electrical pump to inject fresh water into Unit 2, in place of the fire pump that had
previously been used.

The dose rate of the containment vessel is 50.7 Sv/h and in the suppression chamber is
1.67 Sv/h.
Per JA1F- 0000 JST I April, RPV pressure -0.0 14 tWa; water level 1.50 metersbelow the

coplf te Felyods; containnient vessel p~resr 0. 110 Maabs-
Per IAEA, at 1400 JST on March 3l,.reactor temperature readings were 181 °C at the
feedwater nozzle and bottom head was not reported.
Per J i0 JST I Apri PFT tperaturei•s 49Q.
As of 06:30 30 March, white smoke is generating continuously per NISA.
Per NISA aLs of 078:30i March 31t JS-1 pumping of waterto .the spenit fae' po9 resumed at
'19-05 March O30until 23:50jMarch 3,0.
Per the IAEA as of 1005 UTC on March 31, pumping of water to the spent fuel pool has
been restored.
Previous estimate of fuel rod damage is at 33%.

Unit#2 SFP contains 587 elements.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 3 (NRC priority 3)
According to LAEA, injection of freshwater into the reactor core continues as of 1400
UTC on March 31 through the fire extinguisher line at an indicated rate of 7 m3/h using a
temporary electric pump with diesel backup.

PerIAF at 0600 JST 1 April, RPVprýue Is 0..)1 1PýratrwtrlvlL0m
belowv the top of the fel rods, containnibnt vessel pressure 0. 1073 .~a~;
Per IAEA as of 1400 on March 31, reactor temperature readings were 114 ' C at the
bottom head; the feedwater nozzle was under investigation.
As of 06:30 JST 30 March, white smoke is generate continuously per NISA.
No data is available for SFP pool water temperature as of this report.

OFFICIAL UE O9NLY
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Fresh water injection to the unit 3. Spent Fuel Pool via the Cooling and Purification Line
continues.
Unit #3 SFP contains 514 elements.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 4 reactor (NRC priority 4):
Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December for
maintenance on the reactor.
Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 elements.
Per the IAEA, freshwater injection to the Spent Fuel Pool using Concrete Pump
Truck(50tih) was complete at 0933 UTC on March 30th.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 5 reactor (NRC priority 5):
Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
Unit #5 SFP contains 946 elements.
Per NISA as of 06:00 JST March 31: Reactor pressure 0.108 MPa abs, reactor water level
2.216 m above the top of the fuel rods, reactor water temperature is 29.9°C.
Per JAI~I't 020 JST I pr~il, t Spn tFuel floVlisbeing mintained'at 35.1 I0 Q
Power was switched to off-site power on March 21.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 6 reactor (NRC priority 6):
Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
Reactor is in cold shutdown conditions (less than 100°C). Cooling of the reactor cores
continues.
Unit #6 SFP contains 876 elements.
Per NISA as of 06:0 ltrh3 - citr rsirc0 0 M~a Rectr water• temp
32.6-'C, reactor wvater luvel 1.703 m bv h o fteiLe os

Per JAIF 02:00 JST 1,April Spent fuel poolýva~tc temp 24.0'-C-.
Power supply to Unit 6 was switched from to temporary power to permanent supply on
March 25.

Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool

At 100 on 18 March, it was confirmed that water level in the pool was secured. Japanese
authorities have confirmed that fuel assemblies there are fully covered by water, and the
temperature was 39 °C as of 0800 JST 27 March.
The IAEA also reported on March 30h , 2011 that the Common Spent Fuel Pool
temperature remains stable.

Other Information

Per the IAEA on 29 March, first analyses were reported in fish carried out by the
National Research Institute of Fishery Research. 5 samples of fish were collected from
the port of Choshi (Chiba prefecture) and 4 of 5 samples showed Cs- 137 concentrations
below limit of detection. In one sample Cs-137 was found with 3 Bq/kg (fresh weight)
and it was reported that it was slightly above the limit of detection. This concentration is
far below any concern for fish consumption. It is still too early to draw conclusions for

OFFICIAL UGE EONLY-
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expected concentrations on marine food, because the situation may change rapidly;
however, it is expected that the detected initial concentrations of seawater will soon drop
to lower values by dilution and the levels in marine food will most likely not reach levels
above given limits for consumption, (presuming that discharges of contaminated seawater
from the reactor will not continue). (0600 March 31 SITREP)

REQUESTS FOR US ASSISTANCE

Japan Logistics Coordin..or &... Director c"d a s of I t23•]••FD March 3 a ,
that SG, TPFCned' by USEb{Eyoyo F, SC, NNSA,, Idh prto, fie
Idaiho National Lab)17lorat6,, and Kasa City Plant parti6cipated in a detailed4 tcchnical
xange via tecom on Marh 0,20 ith(1 (including Da O

Representatives, NIFTI, NISA, MOFA, MILI , NIOD, TEPCO, 'foshiba, Korna1ASL,&
ise l).

o, TECO prvidedan e othe curret ituaitlunanida detailed cxplani tirn

COrqidedan -. e••elsJ~~~eud0•n

N ofuthe Irmediate ned00 fori obotiTR ) I Site

nMappinrc, NSissuwed anprhysical investia Ctiong nl plan areato elevated
radiation levels and asytemsatoe heavy cequipment neelds.

c e oftsunamisbe adoridin e on bl eciallkou con fittei TALtON robot with radiation
tosrensing the status , three acition l eradiatis press fori se o pn s
eqimn led povivded 5 specialized camneras fradtinenvironmen~ts,
,isscociated instructions, and ofer of contintied technical assistance. Addition ially,
DOE has provided, verbal recorni'endations to TEPC'OIGOJ for direct acqui sitioxi

witsaid oeqponent

VKDOE wibe providing a list of techniical "1&a~ds," tor direct4 commiunicati on with~
thieiritechnical leads (UýS FEmbassy Energy _ýta les \Villbe included) and
aivallilabl studies (and technical adie cadn -sil inof vehicles aind
equjpment for Use at Fukushimna TNPP.(0600,.1,11SITUP)

ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE:

No further updates. (0600, April 1 SITREP)

On 30 March, NISA issued a press release instructing nuclear plant operating companies
to review safety plans and systems to ensure core and spent fuel cooling capability in
case of tsunamis and/or station blackout conditions. Operating companies were requested
to report on the status of their actions. Per this press release, NISA will verify these plans
within one month.

CONTACTS WITH GOJ OFFICIALS:

No further updates (0600, AprillI SITREP)

SOFFICIAL USE GNL 8
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Media Reports

Tokyo, AprilIKyodo, Toky Electric arned for not securing enough dosimeters
for' workers.~hf /e~ih~di~s~pnw/0I/4854hm

The g10VOen" tDUClear regulator aencysid Friday~ it had issued another vma nng to
Tokyo Flecdii Po r Co, over thli aincinetofwo-kers' radiation CxpOSureI at the
cripp~led Fukusirma Daiichi nucl~ear poc ~eplatit, after it vas found that there ',yerc not
enoughl dos'i etcrs to cover all orthe wvork-crs. Soiiie workers wce'shring dosi~rilutt's
whjile doing, the samne job because many of the devices wyere destroyed in the. March I I
quak,=e and tsuna

TEiPCO ha been able to scure a total of 420 dosimeters by Ttr-asfienfor cach
ofkyoaorkecs todwear a 1 e000 bdhen of vti toh radiatin b-rcaking die to

dfficials said the nuprn ed osietehr aiiaboe holldectingd foman aInitial 5,000 to
v2Qtm ftr the tsunarih dam deIerS. 1k an d buni rmwi ing the 20orkei er-radiatiou
exposureiordnringtea leader ofseach worksieam ntowear a dosimeter but rcesa
worrshad expressed concem abodut th hsituatibn.

RegrdingethTe ncident on sparch 24, It deastfound at a yorke who should have bofii
checaiion on-asit radiation levels wasabsent andF Preetuorkec, ad b een 5 gagfing h
worFkuo lay i cable without measuriw g the rStati tion dores. Aordingw tonherNucletaand
Indusole t feboety Agency, a total of 2ic workcrs haanebeciexp.ed to radiation excee gaye
10o toiIisiradits so far dring the ongoing crisis ait th uishima Daitch o plant. Wordkers
are usually permitted to hecovposedtio up ral 100 bie 11 if as eacmehoweve~ha~be Iriet levermi1insin gmreacy situation.
The limit, hoevr ha cr asdt 5 ilseyrt ,elial o oka h
plant-

Tokyo, March 31 Kyodo, 1000 bodies of victims to remain buried due to high
radiation levels. htt-p:Henglish.kyodonews.ip/news/2011/03/82200.html

Radiation fears have prevented authorities from collecting as many as 1,000 bodies of
victims of the March 11I earthquake and tsunami from within the 20-kilometer-radius
evacuation zone around the stricken Fukushima nuclear plant, police sources said
Thursday. One of the sources said bodies had been "exposed to high levels of radiation
after death." The view was supported by the detection Sunday of elevated levels of
radiation on a body found in Okuma, Fukushima Prefecture, about 5 kmn from the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station. The authorities are now considering how to
collect the bodies, given fears that police officers, doctors and bereaved families may be
exposed to radiation in retrieving the radiation-exposed bodies or at morgues, according
to the sources. Cremation or conventional burial may be difficult as each method may
spread the contamination. Decontamination also creates the possibility of further spread.
(1800, 3/31 SITREP)

OFFIC U....E. ONLY
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Tokyo, March 31, Kyodo Groundwater at nuclear plant 'highly' radiation-
contaminated. http://english.kyodonews.jp/news/2011/04/82390.html
More signs of serious radiation contamination in and near the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
power plant were detected Thursday, with the latest data finding groundwater containing
radioactive iodine 10,000 times the legal threshold and the concentration of radioactive
iodine-131 in nearby seawater rising to the highest level yet. The contaminated
groundwater was found from around the No. 1 reactor's turbine building, although the
radiation level of groundwater is usually so low that it cannot be measured.

Japanese authorities were also urged to consider taking action over radioactive
contamination outside the 20-kilometer evacuation zone around the plant, as the IAEA
said readings from soil samples collected in the village of Iitate, about 40 km from the
plant, exceeded its criteria for evacuation. (1800, 3/31 SITREP)

NHK Summary reported by JAIF as of 0800, March 31.
* The presence of water contaminated by high-level radiation at the Number 1

through Number 3 reactors is hampering work to restore the reactors' cooling
systems.

" By Thursday morning, TEPCO had emptied a tank for temporary storage of
contaminated water from the turbine building of the No. 3 reactor and started a
similar operation at the No. 1 reactor. Work is continues to remove contaminated
water from tunnels just outside the No. 1 reactor building.

" On Thursday, work began to transfer the water from the tunnel to a storage tank to
prevent it from flowing out to sea. TEPCO says that by the day's end (March 31
JST), the water level in the tunnel had been lowered by about one meter.

* TEPCO will install monitoring cameras to track water levels in the tunnels.
* On Thursday, unfavorable weather conditions forced TEPCO to postpone a plan

to spray a synthetic chemical on the radioactive debris scattered on the grounds of
the plant as a result of a series of explosions at the plant in mid-March. TEPCO is
hoping that the adhesive chemical will prevent the radioactive dust from being
carried away by winds. (1800, 3/31 SITREP)

Tokyo, March 31, Kyodo. Radioactive substance exceeding limit found in beef in
Fukushima Pref. http://english.kyodonews.ip/news/2011/04/82389.html

The health ministry said Thursday that beef in Fukushima Prefecture, where the crippled
nuclear power plant is located, contained a radioactive material exceeding the legal limit,
making it the first such detection in beef. The Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare said
510 becquerels of radioactive cesium was detected in beef from Tenei, Fukushima
Prefecture, above the 500-becquerel legal limit set under the food sanitation law. But an
official for the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency said in Fukushima early Friday that
it will conduct a fresh examination on beef, citing a significant gap in radiation levels
between the sample taken in Tenei and other meat samples. Tenei is located nearly 70
kilometers away from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant (1800, 3/31 SITREP)
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CONTACT INFORMATION:
Nuclear Incident Team in the Emergency Operations Center

(b)(6)

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500

Watch Schedule April 1:

Mark Whitney
Michael Worley

John Gerrard
Rich Reister

Alex Sunshine
Craig Welling

0400-0800/1 April

1600-2000/1 April

0400-0800/2 April

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Current Status

No major changes in radiation levels at the Fukushima Daiichi'Nuclear Power
Plant

* Additional power plant status in accompanying text SITREP
s Unit 1: Reactor water level stable, core damage est, 70%. Freshwater injection continues.

Electrical power line connected. Pumping freshwater slowed due to limited capacity to handle
discharge,

* Unit 2: Reactor water level stable, core damage est. 33%. Spent fuel pool has been filled
however fresh water injection has been suspended. TEPCO reports having switched over to
a temporary electrical pump to inject fresh water into Unit 2, in place of the fire pump that had
previously been used.

* Unit 3: Freshwater injection continues; trucks pumping water into spent fuel pools. Reactor
water level 1.9 m (A) 2.3 m (B) below the top of the fuel rods.

* Unit 4: Spraying continues periodically for the spent fuel pool. Power restored. Trucks
pumping water into spent fuel pool.

, TEPCO continues to address issues with water in the trenches outside the turbine buildings of
Units 1, 2 and 3
° The Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan suggests that higher activity in the water discovered in the Unit 2 turbine

building is supposed to be caused by water, which has been in contact with molten fuel rods for a time and directly
released into the turbine building via some, as yet unidentified, path

, Voluntary evacuation zone extended to 30km from Fukushima Daiichi.
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DOE/NNSA Response

Command, Control, Coordination: Deployed (40)
* Nuclear Incident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall emergency

response
Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy Yokota AB

, Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams (1) SEO
* Liaisons: DART, USPACOM, USAID, NRC (1) SEO Staff

+ Modeling (24) CMRT
* NationalAtmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARA C): (9) AMS

conducting predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling US Embassy Tokyo
+ Monitoring and Sampling (3) DART LNO

, Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT): Conducting (1) Nuclear Energy
ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results analysis

* Aerial Monitoring System (AMS): Conducts aerial detection for Representative
mapping radiological ground material deposits USPACOM HQ

, Currently 3 platforms: 1 Fixed, 2 Rotary (1) LNO
* Assessment

* Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT): Scientific Upcoming personnel changes:
assessment of data updated daily from ground measurements and 5 personnel scheduled to deploy to
AMS flights Japan April 1,2011

* Medical Consultation 3 personnel scheduled to deploy to
. Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site Japan April 2, 2011

(REACITS): Providing medical advice about radiological exposure

4
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Mission Summary

Type Last 12 Hours Total

AMS Flight Hours 19 175

Field Measurements 6,478 44,994

Field measurements are a combination of DOE, DoD, and GOJ data
including automated downloads from several remotely monitored stations.
Figures accurate as of 0400 EDT 1 APR 11.



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.

International Enqagement:
* Met with MEXT to discuss::

J Joint monitorling and sampling priorities
* Sharing data
* Technical cooperation

* Major General Bonsho visit to DOE team at Yokota cancelled
+ Coordinated with MHLW on drinking water screening
SGOJ meinistriesrequested suppoft for sample analysis ofJood, soil, and water,

Support.will require sensitive detectors (High Purity Germanium), support
equipment, and training,

* Received request from the Japanese Government to assist in plume/dose
reconstruction of impacted population

Nuclear Incident Team:
* Released shape files for use by NGA and USGS
+ Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to CDC,

FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, and WH
+ Technical review of Draft Reentry Guidance
o Posted updated radiological assessment to DOE webpage



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.
Operations:

Modeling
s NARAC: Continued work on products normalizing NARAC models to measurements taken in the

field. Preliminary assessnient of time correlateddeposition and fUrther assessment of dose rate
measurements correlated to actual weather patterns,

Field Monitoring and Assessment
Continued monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan

" AMS UH-1: Flew the southern half OfTohoku.Expressway south of Kortyama to the hills
north of Kurolso tocomplete planned mission fro m 3130.

* AMS HH-60: Flew the southern half'TohokU Expressway north of Kortyama to the north
side of Fukushima-to complete plan.ned mission from 3/30,

a AMS C412: Flew the metro area of north Tokyo across the valley flying east to west at the
request of GOJ.

One ground tealm drove out to the!.east side of Tokyo Bay to Choshi, driVe up the coast to
the Tokai NPP then return. Teams conducted beta/gamma surveys, in:situ gamma spec
and low-;volume air sample for particulateiiodine,

One ground team traveled to Yokus~ka to cole.lct the air sample,

Triage analysis OfAir filters!for US Embassy and Harris Towers complete

* Medical Consult
, Responded to RFI on bioassay for U.S. workers deployed to Japan

7
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Data Providers

* Japan
s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)
s Nuclear Safety Technology Center

(NUSTEC)
° Tokyo Electric Power Company

(TEPCO)
° Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry

and Fisheries (MAFF)
* Ministry of Education, Culture,

Sports, Science, and Technology
(MEXT)

* Ministry of Health, Welfare and
Labor

, Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency (NISA)

* Nuclear Safety Commission

* Consequence Management
Response Team
# CMRT/CMOC
s AMS
* AFRAT

External US
# Japan Emergency Command

Center, US Embassy, Tokyo
# USAF, BSC Commander
e USAF, WC-135 Constant Phoenix
s Futenma Marine Corps Air Station
s Nuclear Regulatory Commission
s Naval Reactors
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Guide to Interpretation
US EPA Derived Response Levels ,(DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

I Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during the

first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an urgent
action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the second year
DRL,

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in the

second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels
decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days following its
release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response,

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents would accumulate
the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2 years, 50 years)
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Guide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and sampling
should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of contamination of
agricultural products grown in these areas.

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors
show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical background.

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the radioactive
material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these areas may be
warranted.

Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

*Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

#Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.

10
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4 Apr 2011 Flights
Data Assessment Pending
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

Assessment:

* An assessment of measurements gathered
through 01 April continue to show:
s Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels

for evacuation or relocation outside of 25 miles.

s Radiological material has not deposited in significant
quantities in the areas measured since 19 March

15
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Forecasted We ather
A~pril 1 to April 2

04102/2011 05:00:00 JST
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Planned Operations:
Next 24 Hrs

Aerial Monitoring

AMS UH-: Fy -approximately 50-65 NM west of the pjant at 500 ft AGI at 2000 ft
line spacing.V

a AMS HH..60: Fly approximately 55-70 NM west/southwest ofthe pIant at 500 ft AGI
at 2000 ft lineý spa.cing.

, AMS.C-12:ý Fly: approximately 20-40 NM, west of the ýplant.

* Ground Monitoring

s TBD
9 One ground team will travel to Yokosuka to collect air samples

° When approved: Coordinate with AFRAT to insert 8 DOE "Infield" radiation search
systems for use as Distance Early Warning line.

* Continue joint Monitoring and Assessment planning with DoD (US AFRAT).

17
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

I April 2011
1800 (EDT) UPDATE

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

Summary of information received as of 1800 (EDT) 1 April from the NRC, Embassy-
Tokyo, IAEA Incident and Emergency Center, TEPCO, METI, NISA, Japan Atomic
Industrial Forum, Nuclear Energy Institute, and media outlets. (NOTE: JST = EDT + 13
hours; EDT = GMT/UTC - 4 hours).

Note: With the 1800 March 31 SITREP we started labeling each entry with the time and
date of the latest SITREP that updated the information. Paragraphs with no indicated
time were prepared prior to the 1800, March 31 SITREP and were included as the latest
information available.

Updates on Reactor Vessel Integrity:

Per JAIF as of 0300 EDT April 1, it is presumed that radioactive material inside the
reactor vessel may have leaked outside Units 1, 2 and 3. NISA announced that the reactor
pressure vessel of Units 2 and 3 may have lost air tightness judging from the low pressure
inside the pressure vessel. NISA reports that it is unlikely that these are cracks or holes in
the reactor pressure vessels. (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

Updates on Cooling Efforts and Cooling Water Management:

The IAEA reported at 1430 UFC, pril L

* er IAeAUnit I condeser is fTul. Ir ppaation o f water in the baseenirin
of the rvubine building, to thie condeknser, water in the concdeser stomg tnk is
being trans.ferred to the suppression pool snrge tank sin~ce 31March, 03.-00 Ui C.
Water inthe trench was taserred to a ý,vater tri at the central environmental
facilitny prhces main building. Peorder to prepMrch orkers fishedu ng
the turbine uuidid basement in Unit sartpumping ofcwaterfrontahmondenser t
the suppression poolývater surge tank staieid at 07A45 UTC 29 March- For#iUnit 3
purnpinga of wateýr from the condene to stppression pool watersiurge tank was
startcid at 08: 10 UT N arch 28 aind was completed at 23:37 UTC on 30}vMarch.

* Per IAEA as of 1000 EDT March 3 1, pumping of water from the Unit 1 turbine
building has been stopped. Per NEI as of March 31, workers finished pumping
water from Unit 3 turbine building and had started pumping contaminated water
from the Unit 2 turbine building into a storage tank. (1800, 3/31 SITREP)

-OFFICIAL U•"UNL
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* Per JAIF as of 0643 EDT, March 3 1, work began to transfer water from Unit 1
tunnel to a storage tank to prevent it from flowing out to sea. (1800, 3/31
SITREP)
For Unit t fres 0waterDhas been Cpri tinIUSly InjectedIntot R(ad& JFre s ,r
VeCssel ( 6ugh0T00111thC feed-w~ter lineat anindicated lflow rate of'S m3/h
LIS11ng a tem~porari, eleCtri pum LI W th d eSel backup. I Unit 2 fresh wate I S
injected continuously tac irosgh e fire extinguisher line at buindincgtd rateo U tS

3/h0 sing temiiporary. electric urnmp with (Icsetbhackup; I ~iUnit 3 frecsh water
is3 abng 4-sencted contine ously at asout 7/ m ce. into thea rdctor core thr to

fire extlri'oul~~~~~her line ,Fg a tmprary electric pumrp withdislbkup
The s Unit ISpent FuelPol by concretepumbeen tr
was o atcdat 4:03. UTC oargn 1 arch. Fresh water sprayed to the spent fi el
pooldat oe Unit 13by the continue putimprov 3 t1 March atn 4/1
on UnSit on the lPApril.($00, 4/ISITREP)

NHiK reports on A~prilI , Tec mptied the No2ratrscn(racýo~Lctnwt
th sai a,-a the> No. reactor d'ic to fini~sh soo6n-ttr '([1800, 4/1 SITREP)

JAIF reports that, as of 0300 EDT April 1:

*"Steam-like substance" rose intermittently from the reactor building at Units 1, 2,
3 and 4 - spent fuel pools suspected source. Injecting and/or spraying water to
the spent fuel pool has been conducted.

*Water injection to the reactor pressure vessel by temporally installed pumps was
switched from seawater to freshwater at Units 1, 2 and 3.

*High radiation circumstance hampering the work to restore originally installed
pumps for injection. Discharging radioactive water in the basement of the
buildings of Units 1, 2, and 3 continue to improve this situation. (0600, 4/1
SITREP)

N H K rotsApril 1 192 5 J STthe batge_, prov ided h%, the USNavy is prepannt,., to pýLnir.
l aarg olum ftfre tanteN

4cto,'00 liters of a syntic~tic reinC1 sol itkl Con ~e e dra ~di an m pe rinlintenCIdC to
solidify contarrmliatod dust an prevent racd ma ive i-a terials from ,cttn- airbore. Plan
operator -t oky o Electric Power CompanyF diid ~to~ ýcsi the solut ifon fro about -)weeksjtq
see Ifi w (1800 4/4 LEP

On April 1, the Kyodo News reports the barge contains 300,000 gallons of fresh water
and is now moored at the Daiichi power station, while another ship carrying an additional
200,000 gallons is expected to arrive later Friday. (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

World NuclearNews report s Teco plans to COnISMu- a6000]•t •ne water tn TT •s %veil as
epond. hese will work- in co

facility to handlewtrfo drainpage cana sa uif-,ldaIIi ~preactors at theTplanlt.
The tank and pond should hc complete arou.nd the miidd le of'this wonW.thl ith bhe
treatentfaciity followivg abou~t tw wek lter Tli~ se!-up shouldletthi&company

2
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mitigate the dischan& e to b safnl stririg:• ard ... ... ii th ;••d-r t iiI Dril
,dischargin~g 'it ate <treatment. (1800, 4/1 lH PEP)

The NRC reported that as of 0430 EDT March 31 one train of temporary cooling
equipment had been transported to Yokota Air Force Base and that two fresh water
barges from the US Navy were en route to the Daiichi site. (1800. 3/31 SITREP)

Updates on Electrical Power Restoration Efforts:

No updates since 0600 March 29 SITREP. Power distribution panels (Power Centre) in
Units 2 and 4 connected to the off-site electrical supply; lighting in units 1, 2 and 3
control rooms restored; some instrumentation recovered for units 1, 2 and 4 with
individual components are still being checked prior to being energized. (0600, 4/1
SITREP)

Updates on Injuries and Exposure of Daiichi Workers:

JAT is, reporting at 0930 EDT April I that NISahad n leport safety 2orikyhas
reprimanided TFPCd over its failure(2to ensure thesafety of worke~rs ait t14 IFUkushima
DaiFchimDichear power plant due torehora gces of radiation moi1tors. Sonc teams of
worker had to shar~e aradiation m~onitor, although they are supposed to ha-ve one? each.
MNafry n~ioilors stopped woridng after the massive qluak-c Th~e aency tol I jporter on
Friday thats the pracie is problematic It listrc ted ithe plant operator to makce surestn
worker ,areable to cheek radi~ation le'.ýels. TEPCO tod dthe agency that it ha,, btarine,
420 radiatiori monitors so far. The compan ~explained that work willJhe s~ipen~ded if
contan have th.rown mono6s. (800, 4/1 SITRE P)

Ini aler April I ipdiite, JAIF also repoils thiat'l hPCO may postpone low prIorlty
workaat theidamaned Fukuhima Daijehi nuclear plant toUpld s eradiation moitorinf
workers. TEPCQ said onThursdy that the quake dcstroyed1 riny radiatloio monitors and
that onky 320 out of the 5,000 it had prior to the disaster are .now avaiilabhlc. Te corn~m
Said that in somne work grou~pS otIl leaders had mornitors and that 180 workers had
work~ed without devices oiiort day- TFPCO skid it iapotone ow,,prioity ~work so
no'employee has to work .wIthout ade-vice. it also said It willcollect radiation mionitors
frorin other plants to minimize delays. (1800, 41/ SITRIEP)

The IAEA reported at 1400 EDT, March 31 that NISA had reported 20 workers at the
Fukushima Daiichi plant had received 'in excess of 100 mSv (10 Rem). (0600, 4/1
SITREP)

JAIF reports that as of 0300 EDT April 1, there is a plan to spray synthetic resin to
contain contaminated dust. (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

Radiation Detection Updates:

3
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iaranetuthe orL wbii on April 1,deposition of iodine1-13 [ wvas detected by the
Japnes Alholti,ý inMarch~ 3. 1n Sprefecture-s, ind depo,qition of ces;IumII 3 7 in 10

prefectnres. Iii thes(e %evtue here. deposition nf lodlinc- 131 was reporited on3 1
Mac, the rang~e ws fom 29 to 1-350 bccquer~el pcr squar~e mnetre. For ceslium 137, he

raxnge wa-s from 3.6 to 50Q5 bec4uercl per squarc meti-e. In the Shinjyuku distriý:t ol'Tokyo,
the d~ily deposition for iodine-]31 was SýO becquerel per square mectre and for cesirI11
137 it was 68bheccluerel per square mietre. No signific~ant chane~s ~were reported in the 4ý
prefectures ni arig a indose rates compare to r~tiday. As of 28 lMarch,
recommendations for resýtrlctions on drinking water ar~e in place at two locations in the
Fukiishirria prefecrure and restriction continue to apply, for infants only. ' le EAL
morniltoring,,team made ~additional nre asuements at (9 locations West of Fk~shimna-
Daiichl NIPP. The measurcrenet locations were ,rt distances of 3( to 58 kin from~ the
IFLkushiman uclear power~ plnt. The dose rates ranedfon04t2. icsIVtpr
hour At ~the samne locations, results ofget-a dm &ontmiO.4on2 measurement rned
fom 0-0 1 to 0.49 MNegabecqlerfl per suar~e mctrc. The6 other teamwho had madc

monitorin~g pmeasurerentuk In Toy durnn 'the las weý,lx finished it acti~vitres.
Signiuficant dJata related to food cortamination was rpteon31Mchby t1e Jaanse

'14rusryof Iclt, Lbou ad Welfare. Reported analytical results covered ape
tae ion 15 March and 109sampl1es fron 27-31 March. Anal ical resultsfor 98ofth

I sa~eso~vr ps~vg etals spinach and other leaf vegetab~les, fruit (stratvbeuu
seafood, variouis meats (beef chicken and pork) ard tinprocesscd raw inilk in ei'ght
Prefectures (Chiba, FuksinGuna brkis Kap Ntijgata, Tochigi , n
Tokyo), indicte that iodine- 13 1 cacsiumn-114 and caesluum- 1,37 were cither not det&ected

or~ were below the regulation wa nes set by the Jaupanese authorities. Howiever, it was
repoxrted that aryticillresultsin Cliiba,~ Fukusimna, b~araki an ocigi prefectures for
th~e rCaiMn111f 13 ofthetotal TIII saimples for spinach and other leafy vegetables, parsley
and beef indicated that iodjine-131 nari/'r caeiun- 1 34 and cacsiim-137 exceeded the,
regulatin values set by the Japanese aiuthorities,. ( 1,800, 4/1 SIThEP)

JAIF reporte!d as of 2 100 JST1 April 1:
* Radiation levels were 0.9 rnS%,/h at the south side 4 'the o~fficebuilding,

1 44ý6v,,J at the Main gate, 65itSwlh at the Westgate as of I 500,JST Aprll 1.
Pioo0 4/1 SITREP)

" 4.8RSv/h at the border of the nuclear power plant at 2000 March 31. (0600, 4/1
SITREP)

The IAEA reported as of 1000 EDT on March 31 new results from the marine monitoring
stations 30 km off-shore for 28 March.

" A decrease for the northernmost sampling station for 1- 131 and a slight increase
for Cs- 137 as compared to values measured on 27 March.

" For sampling points situated towards the south of the transect an increase both for
1- 13 1 and for Cs- 137 as compared to the previous day, with maximum
concentrations in water below 30 Bq/l and 20 Bq/1 respectively, still considerably
lower than the maxima recorded on 23 March (correlates with trends in
concentrations measured close to the discharge points).

OFFICLA. USE OL
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The latest analyses in seawater 330 m south of the discharge point of NPP Units
1-4, and 30 m north of the discharge point of Units 5-6 were made available for
29 March with readings of 130 000 Bq/l of 1-131, 32 000 Bq/1 of Cs-137 and 31
000 Bq/l of Cs-134 were reported near Units 1 - 4. (1800, 3/31 SITREP)

JAIF reported as of 0800 March 31:
" The radiation dose was higher than 1000 mSv at the surface of water accumulated

on the basement of Unit 2 turbine building and in the tunnel for laying piping
outside the building on March 27.

" Plutonium was detected from the soil of the Fukushima Daiichi NPS site on Mar.
28th. The concentration of plutonium measured is as little-as in normal
environment, almost the same as measured in Japan when the nuclear bomb tests
were conducted in the atmosphere in the past, and not harmful to human body.

" Radioactive materials exceeding the regulatory limit had been detected from
seawater samples collected in the sea surrounding the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS
since March 21. Radioactive Iodine, 1-131, with 4,385 times higher than
regulatory limit detected on March 30. (1800, 3/31SITREP)

JAIF reported as of 0800, March 31 that radioactive material in milk and agricultural
products from Fukushima and neighboring prefectures. GOJ issued orders to limit
shipment and intake for some products. Radioactive iodine exceeding the provisional
legal limit was detected from tap water sampled in some prefectures from March 21 to
27. GOJ advised not to drink the water in those regions, then lifted the advice on March
28 except for four cities and villages in Fukushima prefecture. (1800, 3/31 SITREP)
By Mar. 31, advice was lifted for all regions except for one city and a village in
Fukushima prefecture. (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

JAIF reported as of 0800, March 31 that the IAEA reported radiation levels twice as high
as its criterion for evacuation in a village 40 kilometers from Fukushima Daiichi, outside
the 20 kilometer exclusion zone and the 20-to-30 kilometer alert zone where DOJ has
advised voluntary evacuation. The IAEA said its experts measured levels of 1131 and
Cs137 in soil around the plant between March 18th and 26th. It said measurements in
litate Village, 40 kilometers northwest of the Fulcushima plant, were double the IAEA
operational criteria for evacuation and that it had advised DOJ to carefully assess the
situation. In Tokyo on Thursday, Japan's Chief Cabinet Secretary Yukio Edano told
reporters the reported radiation levels in litate will not have an immediate impact on
human health but could be harmful if exposed over a long period of time. He said the
government will closely assess the long-term impact and take appropriate action. (1800,
3/31 SITREP)

On 31 March, Kyodo news reported that radioactive iodine- 131 at a concentration of
4,385 times the maximum level permitted under law has been detected in seawater near
the plant. In addition, Japanese authorities were also urged to consider taking action over
radioactive contamination outside the 20-kilometer evacuation zone around the plant, as
the International Atomic Energy Agency said readings from soil samples collected in the

OFFICIAL USE 'DLY
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village of litate, about 40 km from the plant, exceeded its criteria for evacuation. (0600
3/31 SITREP)

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update (Updated each SITREP):

Recent events of past 24 hours:

Modeling
* NARAC: Continued work on products normalizing NARAC models to

measurements taken in the field. Preliminary assessment of release from Unit 2
resulting in deposition extending to the Northwest. Further assessment of dose
rate measurements correlated to plume passage ongoing...

Field Monitoring and Assessment
* Continued monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan

" AMS UH-1: Flew the southern half of Tohoku Expressway south of
Kortyama to the hills north of Kurolso to complete planned mission from
3/30.

* AMS HH-60: Flew the southern half Tohoku Expressway north of
Kortyama to the north side of Fukushima to complete planned mission
from 3/30.

* AMS C-12: Flew the metro area of north Tokyo across the valley flying
east to west at the request of GOJ.

" One ground team drove out to the east side of Tokyo Bay to Choshi, drive
up the coast to the Tokai NPP then return. Teams conducted beta/gamma
surveys, in-situ gamma spec and low-volume air sample for
particulate/iodine.

" One ground team traveled to Yokuska to collect the air sample.
* Triage analysis of Air filters for US Embassy and Harris Towers complete.

Medical Consult
* Responded to RFI on bioassay for U.S. workers deployed to Japan

Planned operations over the next 24 hours:
" Aerial Monitoring

* 3 flights in areas to be determined
" Ground Monitoring

" TBD
* When approved: Coordinate with AFRAT to insert 8 DOE "Infield"

radiation search systems for use as Distance Early Warning line.
• Continue joint Monitoring and Assessment planning with DoD (US AFRAT).

Updates by Reactor Unit (Updated each SITREP)

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit I reactor (NRC priority 1):

-OFFICIAL USE NLY
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According the m AEA, the UniI condenser is full. InmpreparationIe or transferting t ater
ill the NISb n a toutnd 1 ondccrJ 30 atrc ism b ws rising from the power tobthe
suppressilon Pool surge taiiL V'aerI the trench w-a rransfeýrrc to a water tnk' at the
cpntral environmental faituprocbe bui lding, ( 1. 80, 4 whe SITREpo

Actor+Jnedg to the sAmoeA, injectio gnffreswate.r into w jdgdb th e ftireation as o:Apri1
t1 30) TC t hrough a feed wyater hne alit ancitdion ote owerate outio"rnl3/ h uswing a
temporary electric puni %vith diesel baCk'Up. PuI-11111gM ofW~C1 wa lter nto. ~eUnit I ~spMnt fuel
pool Was started on March 31 at 0403 UTC,( t 800, 4/1 SI'TRE )

Per JAIF at0606J1ST I Apyil, reactor paramheter ~are: RPV .pre su ire (AO ~2 013MPaG,
(B).49 NilPaG;- Water level 1.60,'.60 mieters below ~the top of the fuel rods; contaihnment
vessefl0 1 70 ',aabý,s RPV feedwater nozzle 252.2C March 3; 1,130- JS F Water leve(l in
a14i belowfloor level. (1800, 4/1 SITREPS

Per NISA, around 17:56 JST 30 March, smoke was rising from the power distribution
panel on the first floor of the turbine building of Unit 1. However, when the power supply
was turned off, the smoke stopped to generate. It was judged by the fire station at 19:15
that this event was caused by the malfunction of the power distribution panel and was not
a fire. (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

Per NISA, as of 14:30 IST 30 March, the Residual Heat Removal System (B) to cool the
reactor of Unit 1 became able to receive power from the emergency power supply and the
external power supply, allowing securing of the backup power supplies (emergency
power supplies) of Residual Heat Removal System (B) for all units. (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

No data is available for SFP pool water temperature as of this report.

Unit #1 contains 292 elements.

On MJarch 2ý4, the N RC cstirriated (fsor SL~CC term11 and refease rate calculationis) that Unit,
I1 had 70%/'ýCore melt and'a 10,orele§ rate/daIy.as provided by t1he Japanesc. (800, 4/1i
SITREP)

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 reactor (NRC priority 2):

According to thle IALA, pumnping of wafer fr'om the c~ondensero t~he suppression pool
Water surge tank stared on March 30 at 0745 i_!Th. (180Q, 4/1SITRflP)

Accodin(ftothe IAEA, injection of freshwater Into thre Reactor Pressure ~Vessel~RPV).
thiroug~h the feed Water line continues as ot'April 1, 4-101 UTC through the fire
e~tingu111s~hc line at an~ Indicated rateof8S m31-iusing ia temporary electric PUM~P Withl
die-s1 backuip,~ ondited tcmperat at the fee Waternozleofthe RP is-sta•bleat
1 65'C an ott~ head is.notreported. -Indicated wellpressure remi~ains at
atmosphen-c pressure. ( 1800. 4Iý t$flTREP)
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PerJA IfF 600~JST I AprilI RPV preýssure (A) 0.014 MlPaG (B)-0.016M\WaG; water level
1-5 mtc-3beowthe top of te fcrod,- cs titmn vessel pressure -10N~as

On Apr~i 129, J500 JS[,TA iatcr Ilcýel In the trenich I s 1204 rinctefs below floor leve I Per
JAlF at 0600 JST I April SI-P3tlmperaiure is 48WC. ~O4/1 SITRiEP)

As of 06:30 30 March, white smoke is generating continuously per NISA.

Per NISA as of 08:30 March 31 JST, pumping of water to the spent fuel pool resumed at
19:05 March 30 until 23:50 March 30.

On March 2,1,the NRC estlima ed (for source trmi aind release rmIe ca~lrillations) that Unit
2 had;3Y',%' core melt~ mi c oe ncnane based in Japanes rep~ort. (1800

Unit#2 SFP contains 587 elements.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 3 (NRC priority 3)

Accordingto the LAEA, umpmLg, of waer from the condenser to suppress oowater
-surge tank v~as completed on Maych 30 ait 2337 UTC. ( 800, 4,11SITR EP)

Accordin~g to the IAFA, injection o ffreshyaeritinto the ~reactor core contirtc so pi
1Ž~~~~~~~ 143 sl h~g hefr xigiser t ei at ainindicated rate of about 7 m~i'h usngý

atmgnporav jelectric pumip with diesel bac-p.ndicated temperature Of the RPVfeed
ater nozzle Bsstable at 1 12-C. y pressurr remains slightly ahove

atmospheric pressure. m-resh water was sprayed into he spent fuel pool of Unit •hy
conlcrcte purmp on 31 Mjaich. (1800Q,411 SITREP)

Per JAI atOM 055ST I April; RIPV pressure is (A) 0.0 16 NMPiG (B) -0.086MPaG,- eac5tor
wae eel isj(A) .90rn (13 2 25nm beloA, ~the top of the ftiel i-ds- ccontaiiiiment vessel

precssure 0. 107/ 1 Paabs. Mlarch 29, 1500 1ST, watc ev~ele in trench is 1.551n below floor

As of 06:30 JST 30 March, white smoke is generate continuously per NISA.
No data is available for SFP pool water temperature as of this report.
Fresh water injection to the unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool via the Cooling and Purification Line
continues.

OnMrh24, thieNRC estimated (fior source term baid release, rate cAculations) that Unit
3had 33%4') ore melt and a 100?/,o release rao/dy based uj~f datL~y.ib h

3aparese. ( 1800, 4/ SITREP

Unit #3 SFP contains 514 elements.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 4 reactor (NRC priority 4):

8
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Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December for
maintenance on the reactor.
Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 elements.
IVter 1AEA, yshwaer injection to thle ',-pent FuelNu uug Concrel 1ti~mp Truckk
was ,beirif conduhcted on April 1. ( 1 800, 4/V1SLTREP)

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 5 reactor (NRC priority 5):
Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
Unit #5 SFP contains 946 elements.
Per NISA as of 06:00 JST March 31: Reactor pressure 0.108 MPa abs, reactor water level

2.216 m above the top of the fuel rods, reactor water temperature is 29.9°C.
Per JAIF at 0200 JST 1 April, the Spent Fuel Pool is being maintained at 35. I0 C.
Power was switched to off-site power on March 21.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 6 reactor (NRC priority 6):
Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
Reactor is in cold shutdown conditions (less than I 00°C). Cooling of the reactor cores
continues.
Unit #6 SFP contains 876 elements.
Per NISA as of 06:00 March 31: Reactor pressure 0.104 MPa, Reactor water temp
32.6'C, reactor water level 1.703 m above the top of the fuel rods.
Per JAIF 02:00 JST 1 April Spent fuel pool water temp 24.0'C.
Power supply to Unit 6 was switched from to temporary power to permanent supply on
March 25.

Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool

At 100 on 18 March, it was-confirmed that water level in the pool was secured. Japanese
authorities have confirmed that fuel assemblies there are fully covered by water, and the
temperature was 39 °C as of 0800 JST 27 March.
The IAEA also reported on March 30h , 2011 that the Common Spent Fuel Pool
temperature remains stable.

Other Information

The IAEAA 1,ha announced tha it "I Hhokld ah -h-1e~el cori rence on preliniiix-y leson,,,
leamed''from Fulcushima on June20_2,_2_1.__

REQUESTS FOR US ASSISTANCE

The G,.1 has requested assistance -from, DOFin the hahdlimg and stoou ntarminatcd
water frorm a-t the EtA ushimA reactors. Se~cretai-y Chtiha-, of6 ed to prvid~eeuipment
and capabilities at DOE )sites to suppor teFkushira ýater clau e~ffoirt.T 1PCO
'Said~ tevhope they cu t&Ae vc the six stainless- steel hor zontil storatge t~l&iks06,00
gallons -each) 'aiid hi'h ac~vt1%y trailer ( 1000 alon capcity) as s'oon 'is poss;ible.
Capab-ilities include existing pun adsoaetnsttcnb epydqikls

9



Well as resouirces thiat c.an be utilized to designi and acur ý.,en o the safte handling
and storage of conitamiinated water. (1800, 4/1 SlTREP)

Japan Logistics Coordinator & Director (NA-47) reported as of 1123AM EDT, March 31,
that USG, represented by US Embassy Tokyo, NE, SC, NNSA, Idaho Operations Office,
Idaho National Laboratory, and Kansas City Plant participated in a detailed technical
exchange via telecom on March 30, 2007 with GOJ (including Diet/House of
Representatives, METI, NISA, MOFA, MLLT, MOD, TEPCO, Toshiba, Komatsu, &
Taisei).

* TEPCO provided an overview of the current situation anda detailed explanation
of the immediate needs for robotics and radiation-hardened cameras for site
mapping, survey, and physical investigation of exclusion areas due to elevated
radiation levels and automated heavy equipment needs.

" DOE will be providing one specially outfitted TALON robot with radiation
sensing capabilities, three additional radiation sensing packages for use on robotic
equipment already provided, 5 specialized cameras for radiation environments,
associated instructions, and offers of continued technical assistance. Additionally,
DOE has provided verbal recommendations to TEPCO/GOJ for direct acquisition
of said equipment.

" DOE will be providing a list of technical "leads" for direct communication with
their technical leads (US Embassy Energy Attaches will be included) and
available studies (and technical advice) regarding shielding of vehicles and
equipment for use at Fukushima NPP. (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE:

No further updates. (1800, April I SITREP)

On 30 March, NISA issued a press release instructing nuclear plant operating companies
to review safety plans and systems to ensure core and spent fuel cooling capability in
case of tsunamis and/or station blackout conditions. Operating companies were requested
to report on the status of their actions. Per this press release, NISA will verify these plans
within one month.

CONTACTS WITH GOJ OFFICIALS:

'Aninteragency goup will be ineigo ~odi,,pi at 1900GJST wIth UJ.S.
Emibassy officials, DOE and 1\R(. participants wvill Include Deputy C~hiefCait
Sccretar F'ikuyania, secial dvisor to the Priin~iMinister Goshi Hosono, Diet memnber.
Akihisa Rapoashia and represen.tatives fromn the Mlinistryof ForIgAffaiT nd the
Ministry of Defense. Other key participans include x-cpresciitatives frorn' TPC'OI NISA,'
METI, VlEXT_.JSDFan)d the Nluclear Safety Cominission. (1800, 4/1 SITREPj)

Media Reports
Nuclear E~neg Inistiute Upda~te as of 12:30 DT April 1

OFF-ieIAL UdSE ONLYz
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httj)'//Nw a i.0 nis/li fo"Im ati n-0 o dn i ,,eIs eWeat u aean I(
rmataor-i n-t fmt-eib /

Japan's nuclear safety agency h
providing~ radiation mlonitors toall emiergecny wokors ait he, FuLk'Us11im11 aiichi nuclear~
powefv plant.' Eacfryiorker is s upposed to fi~avecan Individual r"Achation mon11tor, butsome
eicutc cri havc had to s1~xhaeroi&tbirs,~ the -Japmi Atomic lIdustriLd For~mn
reported. [EPCO said that low-priority wk~rk w hke suspen'ded if cemployecs o tinot haive
moni11tors, TEPCO said that onljy 320 of the 5,0110 radiation monitors were w.vaiiAble fter
the earthquake and ts~naini, JAWF said.

Radiation Found.in Beef
Rdain that exceeds safety standd ha en on in beef in Fukushirna and three

neighboring prefectures, JA reported. Radiationalso ws fgund Jn pinach ard other

ve-etables gfovwn in te area. Japan's health nimnistry said the bccf and v,,getables have~
no been ),hipped andtai- not on the market.

aukushirna Danehi
AU.S. ~Navy bargepcntining frehwaterto ool the reacors and used fuel pool t t~he

Daiichi site hsben tov,,d to the pier. t will lie connecte to the pumps with hoses.
Mlean ,khite, Injection of ireshwater cntinues at reactors 1-3 and workers continiue tO
spray treshvatei-on th~e IiSd fLuC pools for reactos 1-4. -s I -LCQ is evalumn ~the useof
a synthetic resin that %vould be, sprayed over debris at the site toprevent the spread of
radioactive dust. Additionial equiment, including [e biggeSt COnICte p III the

world 'is being provided by U.S. cormpanie.4. THe PuImp's 70-mneter boomi call be
controlled remotely.thas beeg inuse at theo annatr River Siteen build eaU.
govemnnient mix~ed oxide nucear fuel plant Conrete pumps ae already i use at the site
to a~ssist with spraying water into theý Used fu~elPools,

Japan PM vosfundingto tackle long niuclear cisi

idSTI E7~2A01SS201 1040P pageNumbet-2

TOKYO) (Re~uters) - Japanese Prime Minister Naoto Kan said~ onFrday hc v~as readfo
a long fight to brincg a quake-lilt nuclea pla~itunde'r control but was convinýrced Japall
wVould overcome the ~vorld's worst nulueear crisis since~ the Chernobyl disaster in 1986.
"~I amn prepared for a long-term ba~ttle oe vth liefukishimia nuclear plant and to will this
battle, The said in a nationally bradcast ne~ws conifeirien as the cointrý niarked three
wee~kssince a mrassive earthquake and tsunan~i triggered the crisis. "We antsyta
theplant has bee sfficiently stabilized. Butwe are preparing, fort all -Inds of siuatio~ns
andA aam conviniced that te plant an be stabili~zed, 'Kain said, promisinga quake~ relief-
b~udget by the end of April.

As Tok-yo Lekctric Pow~er Co tries to regpix control of its strickennulapat hefc
o rorting public criticlis and a huge Potential compen sat lollbill, the govýemment was

reportedly tiloving tclJtake. control of the uti14yW. Kan said (he governmient had~ to

--OFFICfA ef U+'E ONL
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responisibly" support IEPCO as it 1'.1ed' ohbjigtilrs to conc~t o hcacdlt u
he said he wante thefirto continue to h aa pvate company•.1 The iity
mnay have to deal with cmensation lirinsjtopping $ 130 billion, aorc4Pi, to on~e U$.S
inivestment bank.~

lIn the devastated niortheast, many Jap~aiiese still seu only the spint~&ieremcaim, of their
horncý anpd lives afi[er a 9.0 nigitude earthquake andtstinami on March I11 thait left miore
than 28,000 people &dad or mnsinL igand daw~ed six. nucleari reactors. Japan's Nuclear
an]d Indust(), safetyAgcy ~(NSA) sayvs radiation may be cýontlnuously 'flowin~g out~itito
the sea- RdiationA4,000 tinies th cLeal limit has 1, en detected~ inseawater near the plant
as corntami nated water used to cool down reactor rods leaksxx the occan, and high
level,, of radiation outside a 20 kmi ( 12 nille) exc~lusion zone have put pressuIre On Japan
to widen the rest-rictd area., 1"Tey are throbwing water on what tevci' see rd~ ho ping
that they don' tget more r~da~itilrnout. They arc flying blin~d, part~ialy atleast," said Ed
Lyman, senior scientistwith~ te Union ot ~Concemcd ScierltisVý, a U~.S, itclear safety
watchdog grop.

.MERG..NCY NIJCLE4\ ýORKERS RIECRUITED

Nuclear workers have bee offered tipto 400),Q000yen ($'5,00Q)perd'ay to workin risky
hli -i4adiatfon conditions inside rcactors at thc F~iuýushina plant, according to Japanese
media. TEC asi a osdrn using "1limpcrs," or work~ers who~ rush into huighly
raidioactive reactors, for quick jobs, sLIcIas installing wtier punips, then "fm"out to
avoid prolonge~d exosure to r~adiation. Thepractice was common in the United Statesin
the ', 97N anidearly 80s. (1800, 4/1ýiSJTRE!P)

Cocee pumips to Fulkushiinfr - World Nuclear Nc$ews
01 April 2-011 Mtp./ww.world-nuclear-
news.or RS Concrete purnps to Fukutshimia OIO4111htmni

Four more concrete~ pumping, trucks arc eon their Nay to the Fukushijna Daiicli
nuclear power plant to help thej efrt to~ maintain fuelponds.

14ving overheated and suiffered serious drops itIf'water levelthe use f~e odin' the
upper partsof damnaged units 1, 3 and 4 weýre refilled by~ a nmber of'ad-hoc'rneans.

First cafrne incffociv drops by helicopter, next was spraing, forn)ire tr-icks. The
situa•ion vas brought closer to control with the rIrIVaO Hyper R•CuCi S uPe- PuMP
Truc frorn the Tokyo Fire Depirtmnent, b1 i~t ,vas' an xra rge con~cret epumping,

Mahiethat has b'een motefciepriual at uniti4 whr ~steelwork ObStRuCtS

.spraying from the groindl.

IThe nmachine ~already~ dx-site is aPutzmeiste 58, namied after thIe lgoh ofits hoom In
metrcstsupplie tojaTe oEl -Hiroshi Suzuki, directoi- off utzmes[&

Jaa.It' is able to Pup urp~i to tcub-c me~,rs of seawafter~ per hour with fa rlyh,high

L-aTPICIAL USII NLY
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precision t ksto afexible bom. s t laidle, the
ability to control thep Kyodo, T o ty was'Itrnea fer n recing, e tnou dosies to
workers,-

The siterwilltso nuclaregul d alivŽy ofaeyi 62 metFr nitst hat isedv avathieirwcaing tA
PuTzmok Eecr faPowr,, I GC. er tanagd Lwell two 7 radiatio unit o su te USA. the
Germian machines were loaded and sent tow pant after it wMile Pfndit t there wemed

enoghdosmeer tocoer lofthworkrsy om wrersa teresaingdsieer s

that doring it landing bcip sen mfora th huge devices were destroye the Marc 11
qutae USA.
Tokyo, April 1 Kyodo, Tokyo Electric warned for not securing enough dosimeters
for workers. to war deich eworing at the raitinlekngste.

The government's nuclear regulatory agency said Friday it had issued another warning to
Tokyo Electric Power Co. over the management of workers' radiation exposure at the
crippled Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, after it was found that there were not
enough dosimeters to cover all of the workers. Some workers were sharing dosimeters
while doing the same job because many of the devices were destroyed in the March Ie
quake and tsunami.

TEPCO had been able to secure a total of 420 dosimeters by Thursday, sufficient for each
of the workers to wear a device when working at the radiation- leaking site. TEPCO
officials said the number of dosimeters available had declined from an initial 5,000 to
320 after the tsunami damaged devices. It had been managing the workers' radiation
exposure by ordering the leader of each work team to wear a dosimeter, but some
workers had expressed concern about the situation.

Regarding the incident on March 24, it was found that a worker who should have been
checking on-site radiation levels was absent and three workers had been engaging in
work to lay cables without measuring the radiation dose. According to the Nuclear and
Industrial Safety Agency, a total of 21 workers have been exposed to radiation exceeding
100 millisieverts so far during the ongoing crisis at the Fukushima Daiichi plant. Workers
are usually permitted to be exposed to up to 100 millisieverts in an emergency situation.
The limit, however, has been raised to 250 millisieverts specifically for the work at the
plant. (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

Tokyo, March 31 Kyodo, 1000 bodies of victims to remain buried due to high
radiation levels. http://eni~lish.kyodonews.ip/news/2011/03/82200.h tml

Radiation fears have prevented authorities from collecting as many as 1,000 bodies of
victims of the March 11I earthquake and tsunami from within the 20-kilometer-radius
evacuation zone around the stricken Fukushima nuclear plant, police sources said
Thursday. One of the sources said bodies had been "exposed to high' levels of radiation
after death." The view was supported by the detection Sunday of elevated levels of
radiation on a body found in Okuma, Fukushima Prefecture, about 5 km from the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station. The authorities are now considering how to
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collect the bodies, given fears that police officers, doctors and bereaved families may be
exposed to radiation in retrieving the radiation-exposed bodies or at morgues, according
to the sources. Cremation or conventional burial may be difficult as each method may
spread the contamination. Decontamination also creates the possibility of further spread.
(1800, 3/31 SITREP)

Tokyo, March 31, Kyodo Groundwater at nuclear plant 'highly' radiation-
contaminated. http://english.kyodonews.jp/news/2011/04/82390.html
More signs of serious radiation contamination in and near the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
power plant were detected Thursday, with the latest data finding groundwater containing
radioactive iodine 10,000 times the legal threshold and the concentration of radioactive
iodine-131 in nearby seawater rising to the highest level yet. The contaminated
groundwater was found from around the No. 1 reactor's turbine building, although the
radiation level of groundwater is usually so low that it cannot be measured.

Japanese authorities were also urged to consider taking action over radioactive
contamination outside the 20-kilometer evacuation zone around the plant, as the IAEA
said readings from soil samples collected in the village of litate, about 40 km from the
plant, exceeded its criteria for evacuation. (1800, 3/31 SITREP)

NHK Summary reported by JAIF as of 0800, March 31.
" The presence of water contaminated by high-level radiation at the Number 1

through Number 3 reactors is hampering work to restore the reactors' cooling
systems.

* By Thursday morning, TEPCO had emptied a tank for temporary storage of
contaminated water from the turbine building of the No. 3 reactor and started a
similar operation at the No.1 reactor. Work is continues to remove contaminated
water from tunnels just outside the No. 1 reactor building.

" On Thursday, work began to transfer the water from the tunnel to a storage tank to
prevent it from flowing out to sea. TEPCO says that by the day's end (March 31
JST), the water level in the tunnel had been lowered by about one meter.

" TEPCO will install monitoring cameras to track water levels in the tunnels.
* On Thursday, unfavorable weather conditions forced TEPCO to postpone a plan

to spray a synthetic chemical on the radioactive debris scattered on the grounds of
the plant as a result of a series of explosions at the plant in mid-March. TEPCO is
hoping that the adhesive chemical will prevent the radioactive dust from being
carried away by winds. (1800, 3/31 SITREP)

Tokyo, March 31, Kyodo. Radioactive substance exceeding limit found in beef in
Fukushima Pref. http://english.kyodonews.ip/news/2011/04/82389.html

The health ministry said Thursday that beef in Fukushima Prefecture, where the crippled
nuclear power plant is located, contained a radioactive material exceeding the legal limit,
making it the first such detection in beef. The Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare said
5 10 becquerels of radioactive cesium was detected in beef from Tenei, Fukushima
Prefecture, above the 500-becquerel legal limit set under the food sanitation law. But an
official for the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency said in Fukushima early Friday that

-OF-T iAL Uz S-NL ----1
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it will conduct a fresh examination on beef, citing a significant gap in radiation levels
between the sample taken in Tenei and other meat samples. Tenei is located nearly 70

kilometers away from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant (1800, 3/31 SITREP)

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Nuclear Incident Team in the Emergency Operations Center

(b)(6)

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500

Watch Schedule April 1-2:

John Gerrard
Rich Reister

Alex Sunshine
Craig Welling

Tom Robinson
Tim Beville

1600-2000/1 April

0400-0800/2 April

1600-2000/2 April
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distribution to those with a

and should not be forwarded outside
your agency or organization without

prior clearance from U.S. DOE

Contact: DOEINNSA Nuclear Incident
Team: (b)(6)
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Current Status

No major changes in radiation levels at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Plant

* Additional power plant status in accompanying text SITREP
Unit 1: Reactor water level stable, core damage est. 70%. Freshwater injection continues.
Electrical power line connected. Pumping freshwater into reactor vessel slowed due to
limited capacity to handle discharge. Pumping freswater n spent fuel :pol

, Unit 2: Reactor water level stable, core damage est. 33%. Spent fuel pool has been filled
however fresh water injection has been suspended. TEPCO reports having switched over to
a temporary electrical pump to inject fresh water into Unit 2, in place of the fire pump that had
previously been used.

, Unit 3: Freshwater injection continues; trucks pumping water into spent fuel pools. Reactor
water level 1.9 m (A) 2.3 m (B) below the top of the fuel rods,

° Unit 4: Spraying continues periodically for the spent fuel pool. Power restored. Trucks
pumping water into spent fuel pool. Synthetic resin sprayed neoar reactor to fii contamination.

* TEPCO continues to address issues with water in the trenches outside the turbine buildings of
Units 1, 2 and 3
, TEPCO constructing a vate treatm'ent faciiy to red•.ce activity in water discharged •to sea.

, The Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan suggests that higher activity in the water discovered in the Unit 2 turbine
building is supposed to be caused by water, which has been in contact with molten fuel rods for a time and directly
released into the turbine building via some, as yet unidentified, path

, Voluntary evacuation zone extended to 30km from Fukushima Daiichi.

3
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VDOE/NNSA Response

+ Command, Control, Coordination: Deployed (40)
. Nuclear Incident Team (NIM): Coordinating overall emergency

response
Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy Yokota AB

. Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams (1) SEO

. Liaisons: DART, USPACOM, USAID, NRC (1) SEO Staff

+ Modeling (24) CMRT
* National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARA C): (9) AMS

conducting predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling US Embassy Tokyo
+ Monitoring and Sampling (3) DART LNO

. Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT): Conducting (1) Nuclear Energy
ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results analysis

* Aerial Monitoring System (AMS): Conducts aerial detection for Representative
mapping radiological ground material deposits USPACOM HQ

. Currently 3 platforms: 1 Fixed, 2 Rotary (1) LNO
+ Assessment

Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT): Scientific Upcoming personnel changes:
assessment of data updated daily from ground measurements and 5 personnel scheduled to deploy to
AMS flights Japan April 1, 2011

* Medical Consultation 3 personnel scheduled to deploy to
. Radiation Emergency Assistance CenterlTraining Site Japan April 2, 2011

(REAC/'S): Providing medical advice about radiological exposure

4
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Mission Summary

Type Last 12 Hours Total

AMS Flight Hours 0 179

Field Measurements 8,931 60,807

Air Samples 120 paper filters 120 paper filters
120 charcoal filters 120 charcoal filters

Soil Samples 1 1

Field measurements are a combination of DOE, DoD, and GOJ data
including automated downloads from several remotely monitored stations. Figures
accurate as of 0400 EDT 1 APR 11.

Offir~I 'J5o Only



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.
International Engagement:
* Met with MEXT to discuss:

, Joint monitoring and sampling priorities
s Sharing data
, Technical cooperation

* Major General Bonsho visit to DOE team at Yokota cancelled
* Coordinated with MHLW on drinking water screening

+ GOJ ministries requested support for sample analysis of food, soil, and water.
Support will require sensitive detectors (High Purity Germanium), support
equipment, and training.

* Received request from the Japanese Government to assist in plume/dose
reconstruction of impacted population

Nuclear Incident Team:
* Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to CDC,

FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, and WH
+ Coordinated rotation lfor deployed personnel
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Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.
Operations:
* Modeling

, NARAC: Continued work on products normalizing NARAC models to measurements taken in the
field. Preliminary assessment of time correlated deposition and further assessment of dose rate
measurements correlated to actual weather patterns.

* Field Monitoring and Assessment
s Continued monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan

, AMS UH-1: Flew the southern half of Tohoku Expressway south of Kortyama to the hills
north of Kurolso to complete planned mission from 3/30.

, AMS HH-60: Flew the southern half Tohoku Expressway north of Kortyama to the north
side of Fukushima to complete planned mission from 3/30.

• AMS C-12: Flew the metro area of north Tokyo across the valley flying east to west at the
request of GOJ.

, One ground team drove out to the east side of Tokyo Bay to Choshi, drive up the coast to
the Tokai NPP then return. Teams conducted beta/gamma surveys, in-situ gamma spec
and low-volume air sample for particulate/iodine.

, One ground team traveled to Yokuska to collect the air sample.

# Triage analysis of Air filters for US Embassy and Harris Towers complete

* Medical Consult
, Responded to RFI on bioassay for U.S. workers deployed to Japan

7
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Data Providers

* Japan
s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)
s Nuclear Safety Technology Center

(NUSTEC)
@ Tokyo Electric Power Company

(TEPCO)
e Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry

and Fisheries (MAFF)
s Ministry of Education, Culture,

Sports, Science, and Technology
(MEXT)

# Ministry of Health, Welfare and
Labor

e Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency (NISA)

# Nuclear Safety Commission

+ Consequence Management
Response Team
# CMRT/CMOC
#AMS
* AFRAT

o External US
@ Japan Emergency Command

Center, US Embassy, Tokyo
s USAF, BSC Commander
@ USAF, WC-135 Constant Phoenix
e Futenma Marine Corps Air Station
* Nuclear Regulatory Commission
* Naval Reactors

Offie~Hisre~y-



Guide to Interpretation
US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during the

first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an urgent
action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the second year
DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in the

second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels
decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days following its
release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents would accumulate
the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2 years, 50 years)

Offleiak W'40tr-
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Guide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and sampling
should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of contamination of
agricultural products grown in these areas.

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors
show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical background.

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the radioactive
material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these areas may be
warranted.

*Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.

10
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

Assessment:

* An assessment of measurements gathered
through 01 April continue to show:
s Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels

for evacuation or relocation outside of 25 miles.

e Radiological material has not deposited in significant
quantities in the areas measured since 19 March

14
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Forecasted Weather
A pril 4 to April 2

04/02/2011 08:00:00 JST 04/03/2011 08:00:00 JST

15
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Planned Operations:
Next 24 Hrs

+ Aerial Monitoring

@ 3 flights in areas to be determined

# Ground Monitoring

s TBD

* When approved: Coordinate with AFRAT to insert 8 DOE "Infield"
radiation search systems for use as Distance Early Warning line.

# Continue joint Monitoring and Assessment planning with DoD (US
AFRAT).

16
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

3 April 2011
18:0•0 (EDT) UPDATE

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

Summary of information received as of 18.-00 (EDT) 3 April from the Kyodo News.
(NOTE: JST = EDT + 13 hours; EDT = GMT/UTC -4 hours). A 20 cm crack was
discovered on the concrete lateral of the pit (pit connected to the No..2 reactor building).
An initial attempt to block the leak. was unsuccessful; therefore, a second attempt to block
the leakage with a polymeric material as well as additional concrete was attempted on
*•Sunday Apil 3,iiivat [3:r4JSTpoISrK1 o didh nut reah
th u t a, fr therheen niesti a d eh toe Intthe eAmountoofi•uoilta.....at...
Tewater lak beInto fill x the ocen asemers a fe Nowt a ne ike
a rnd dII twientic monitotrin the sdituation Untl Monda to p e if the techniqe
y.ield positive rcsutsr (1S00, 4!3 SITREP)

IAEK anid TEPCO both report that in U nits 1, 25ad 3, L-xtcrna pow..er .Su~pply4 is nw
bL, used to poweri theý pump-, that areL injecýting fresh Wýate~ rau t~he &ireatos thus~

replacting temporary electrical pumps. (1800, 4/3 SITREP)

The water has been filling up the basement of the No. 2 building and a tunnel-like
underground trench connected to it. Kyodo news reported that per NISA spokesman,
TEPCO has confirmed that pits from the plant's other reactors do not have similar cracks.
Workers have also been checking the condition of the embankment at the plant on the
coast to find out other possible routes for radiation leakage into the sea. TEPCO has
revealed that radioactive iodine-131 more than 10,000 times the legal concentration was
detected in the water found in the pit. fEPC• O Iqlo•ts that " l k k gan atI 3:55 P'M SJ
on Apr]i 1to, drailnwaterfrom the.u.r. .iound fofne ..datr rring
the,•w~ater t aspes(sionpol4I ..... 8ug;xIn In U , 4/3 SITI..P)

Per the JAIF, TEPCO is obtaining a "massive, hollow floating platform" from Shizuoka
City and will use it to store contaminated water from the Fukushima site. The float can
store up to 18,000 tons of water. Meanwhile TEPCO and the Japanese government are
working to identify safe methods for transporting and storing contaminated water. (18:00,
4/2 SITREP)

Per IAEA, transfer of fresh water fromthe US Navy barge to the 'filtered water tank' near
reactor No.1 started on. April I at 15:38, and was suspended on April 1 around 17:00 due
to a connection failure. JAWI'ireport.••:Sd•>ndfi't April,3 thAasecond US Navybrgg
carrying about 1300tons Frsh 3rrivedat thIon saconday USl 2. 4
SITREP) iu~lyArl2k~027

CWFICI~1 16 3EOL
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Note: With the 18:00 March 31 SITREP we started labeling each entry with the time and
date of the latest SITREP that updated the information. Paragraphs with no indicated
time were prepared prior to the 1800, March 31 SITREP and were included as the latest
information available. Less frequent information updates are available from Japanese
agencies. (06:00, 4/2 SITREP)

Updates on Reactor Vessel Integrity:

No updates since 0600 4/1 SITREP. Per JAIF as of 0300 EDT April 1, it is presumed
that radioactive material inside the reactor vessels may have leaked outside Units 1, 2 and
3. NISA announced that the reactor pressure vessel of Units 2 and 3 may have lost air
tightness judging from the low pressure inside the pressure vessel. NISA reports that it is
unlikely that these are cracks or holes in the reactor pressure vessels. (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

Updates on Cooling Efforts and Cooling Water Management:

Kyodo News reports Tepco plans to construct a large floating platform, a so-called
"megafloat," to store the tainted water from the reactor. World Nuclear News reports that
TEPCO plans to construct a 6000 tonne water tank as well as a 4000 tonne pond. These
will work in conjunction with a 20 tonne per hour treatment facility to handle water from
drainage canals around all six reactors at the plant. The tank and pond should be
complete around the middle of this month, with the treatment facility following about two
weeks later. The set-up should let the company mitigate the discharges to sea by safely
storing and sampling the water and only discharging it after treatment. Kydo News
reports that the amount of water detected in the plant has reached around 13,000 tons.
(0600, 4/2 SITREP)

Near the No.4 reactor, 400 liters of a synthetic resin solution were sprayed in an
experiment intended to solidify contaminated dust and prevent radioactive materials from
getting airborne. Plant operator Tokyo Electric Power Company is due to test the solution
for about 2 weeks to see if it works. (1800, 4/1 SITREP)

Updates on Electrical Power Restoration Efforts:

No updates since 0600 March 29 SITREP. Power distribution panels (Power Centre) in
Units 2 and 4 connected to the off-site electrical supply; lighting in units 1,2, 3, and 4
control rooms restored; some instrumentation recovered for units 1. 2 and 4 with
individual components are still being checked prior to being energized. (0600, 4/2
SITREP)

Updates on Injuries and Exposure of Daiichi Workers:

From 3 April Kyodo news, TEPCO said that two workers in their 20s who have been
missing were found dead in the basement of a reactor turbine building last Wednesday,
March 30. They died of bleeding from multiple injuries resulting from the tsunami. This

.-.o44&I i-stSFOrLY _
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is the first time that TEPCO workers have been confirmed to have died at the plant.
(0600, 4/3 SITREP)

TEPCO reports that at 11:35 JST April 1st, a TEPCO worker fell into the sea while
stepping onto a ship from the pier during the hose laying work of the barge. He was
immediately rescued. While no injury or contamination was confirmed, a full-body
analysis will be performed to determine contamination (0600, 4/2SITREP)

Radiation Detection Updates:

N1I K reports or na April[3,that ra~diation levelskon 'hiroiind Inmi .... th
Futis~h.ma Danich) mncle.iiplant are grduailly ecil!ejn Ch. .LeF a _tSc-rcTv
Yuikio 1Fdan1o also told a1 nwsconernc oiluna A prI-l3 that recent ch:ckýups hIave
t ounid no prohlems in the thyriold of chdrikInuu ma aa u oncd that the
aan'esegovernmentepts that it wilhky be sceral mionths bfoi a will

Stop eiugrleased from the Eukushima Daiichli nuclcar plant. ( 1800'O 4/3 'SITREP)

Kyodo Ncws reports thati'thc.Mnsr of Wlcdth',ak a'lo-'nd Se~arid SuildayV -priL
thait it has. dcete,~d radjoaictavc 1~~e IT1cr. than the Jlega lrirrftsln nushroojils
s'mipled Prkidy In waki, Fukus~himaL PreFect dre Kxc,1LNhiý: ipIed FtiktishW~jDaiic~ii
nuclear powie plant is loca'lted The M )si:d It fo*nd the mushroom Coiiti
3 100 bwaecquer of trad ctlo and 89I J i tjvs.=+a esI Im ages+
the limits ou1',0I0 bc•qnenet s and 500 beuc4gi+at I0 41)n l3 SITREP

AccoPrding to JAte Japans heaDlh mtinistry t epes ntiol goSvetirnmyni 2 thit tesnosw
of tap ea cuai r'dkt0"1 evelsts within safeth 00tahk rdius i o fl tnheisitises

ih~gheqonnen~t 1n0io restri~ctioins, on drigkingLate'0o 1nfa`antsý 'nIv, 'i "
p~ecauti&A, ~es pll iý nn th~7~he village, of 11- ýtatcnFksitftr~'b,~h

SIT R I )

Per NRC update 0430 EDT, 3 April, the Japanese national government is now
encouraging evacuation for local residents within the 20-30 kmn radius of the site
boundary. This is a slight change from the previous voluntary evacuation with shelter in
place for the 20-30 km zone. IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the
Fukushima Daiichi plant. (0600, 4/3 SITREP)

Per a TEPCO press release, on April 2 at around 09;30 Japan time (JST), TEPCO
employees detected water containing radiation dose over 1,000 mSv/h in a concrete pit
where supply cables are stored near the intake channel of the Unit 2 reactor.

Per JAIF as of 1800 JST on April 3, Radiation levels were 0.83mSv/h at the south side of
the office building, 127p.Sv/h (slight decrease from April 2 JAIF report) at the Main gate,
591pSv/h at the West gate. (0600, 4/3 SITREP).

FzICIAL USE ONL-3
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It was also discovered on April 2 that there is highly radioactive (more than 10O0mSv/hr)
water in the concrete structure housing electrical cable and this water is leaking into the
sea (see detail in General item) (18:00, 4/2 SITREP)

JAIF reported as of 0800, March 3 1 that radioactive material in milk and agricultural
products from Fukushima and neighboring prefectures. GOJ issued orders to limit
shipment and intake for some products. Radioactive iodine exceeding the provisional
legal limit was detected from tap water sampled in some prefectures from March 21 to
27. (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update (Updated each SITREP):

Recent events of past 24 hours:

Per NRC update 0430 EDT, 3 April, current meteorological data (at 0200 EDT, 4/3)
indicate that the winds are from the NW and are predicted to shift from the SE for a few
hours late in the evening, then from the NW through the morning of 4/4. (0600, 4/3
SITREP)

Modeling
* NARAC: Continued work on products normalizing NARAC models to

measurements taken in the field. Preliminary assessment of time correlated
deposition and further assessment of dose rate measurements correlated to actual
weather patterns. (t1800,43 4SITREP)

Field Monitoring and Assessment
* Continued monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan (1800,4Q3 SITREM)

"AM'VS UH-1 ad" HH-60: FIL"v &?:1 US Miltari fnsall~rolýin'n d immi5ro
the Tokyo areato jroýRic i• kemnitonj fo USFJ toissue•°potectiv;Aection
guidanmce fordeeets

"AMS1ý ' 42: FkwIn cvWlý% h t le m sl[ý o; i~near Shimýakato the
niounta!inson thL ,ldS•,sde nor th to S'ýhir and east to tileoceani

irouKn tea2 s, LuCted survey•s f•A ilitainstallations ithe To•k o
rilnsupport ofh i-raeril nmappmg

I.............mmcasurer tsonY okota A13

Medical Consult
• Nothing substantial to report ( 1800ý 43 SITREP)

Planned operations over th •next 24 hours:
0 Aerial Momtormng (1800,4 SITR P)

AMSUHt I Planned re-tflghts ng~the- fla.nks" "ofthc l .emothunlain
the w'et side: of- ih&Tohoku 'Expsswayval' nioi4h ol' to the north
side ot Fukushimq
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" A IIS lý 11- co t aircraft ava Ila H,:eýfier 1100) Ui-i secondaircraftw III
be availabeI ý aftcr 1100, 1t wvIll surý yIhec koasfsb'uth of Mi to tWtwI
-1000 ft spaýcingsa

" AMS 1HI-160: Unavailable due to
" AMSý C-12- Continue to f~y inte Coitcý1lhfciSiaaat h

mountains on the west side, north to Shiroi east to the ocean.
* Ground Monitoring i 800, 4,3 STTRFP)

* Compi ete bctaglnnnaexpusre ra tei suryý,v RLdio nu!ced&2aluatiWIS ale
to include in-siitumeasurernent ofI gamia sotVppe

* (ontinueJnn %lnirn,ýn Asses-sment plvi~iwnn \ýIlh DoD (t A FRAT)
* MeetingL (4 April) with MEXT ontechnical coprto o mntrn n

Updates by Reactor Unit (Updated each SITREP)

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit.1 reactor (.NRC priority 1):
Per le IAtA as30 of)1 1715 UTC 'April P ool (SFP)r hninues ito aeminuteswinto th
reactor pre64ssemblis through the feedwater in Mact indica0td flow rattent oa-8 i3/h
iusiiiga purmp powere:d with offsmti, eletrvtic power~t (1 800, 4/3' Si I1\RPV)
Per JAIF at 0900 J 3ro April, reaor parminectrs areo R/pV presoure (A) 0.293 Mpa
Galiw~e?(G), B) (0547 Mla G1 waercvefl 1.05/165 mecters belowý the top of the fuel rodý:
C011I)IIIinmet ve:Ss Lpesur 0. 1 55 MlPa absolAute (abs); RPV feedwater nozzle 252.8 C.

SITREP)

Per NRC at 0430 EDT 3 April, Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) has 292 assemblies with last
transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in March 2010. Intermittent steam-like
substance emitting from SFP 1, 2, 3, 4 from injectionl/spray. (Source: JAIF) (0600, 4/3
SITREP)

From 3 April Kyodo news, NISA stated that TEPCO will inject nitrogen into the
containment vessel of the No. I reactor on Tuesday or later to help prevent the risk of
more hydrogen explosions caused by overheating of the reactor. (0600, 4/3 SITREP)

On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit I had 70% core damage. The reactor vessel
and primary containment are intact.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 reactor (NRC priority 2):
Per the 21AF ,isol 37511* ptli 1,s to ) nt2:u lio )ý

reactor~ pressure vcss'el throuwi hth(: 'cfed4,,vtr fine at~a ij) dicacd flow rate of 9ii',m/h

Pc AF00)J- ýArl RV 1'/'prcý,uic (A) -0.010 MPii'(; ((R)Q-0.(1 NIPa IG;S~a
1.60~ m ieters below the top (di th&_ l',: rds; contdinnieitV el+ýesc{i pcsue 0.~~ 10MivPa

abs. Per JAEA aso 1715 UTC A pri -',, the ~ind~ated tcprtlýa h 'c water
OFFICIAL-US- L
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nziioz••I L:&thc •P "ha,,dc i i ' fium 1 toI 1 C ud bottom isriot -iuportcd
lkr JAW it0900 JST 3 April lSFP ter rtIe 61C a 'decrease of abdu I I I ',C from
tho j~eious measrenment ori Apri I2.(180 '4' i]RP

Per NRC update 0430 EDT, 3 April, rad levels greater than 100R/hr at discharge to sea
(Source: IAEA 4/3)

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 3 (NRC priority 3):
Pei the1JAcA, is of'171I&UT1 C Aprii 'ý iýh :njico be~ in -jected into the

reetr ~s~vsslthroug-h thi c W I~ff I t atnrifildicatc d1() korIatCt' f mr31/h
1_sing12 a pumrp pow,_re-d with off'Sitc plectip (1800, 4/3 S I E~JI

PeJiFt 1030JST April 3NRVprsi, s ) 1f~Pai~ (Ii)-(0083 .\a G'
reactor ~ ~ ~ II waeI~e i )18T c~22mblowih1e top ofthe fuel [podI,, conitainment
Vessel ~ ~ ~ ~ t1ý 1ressu\ 0i 102M71b.PeI5 ~fJUTGoll.ApfnI the* tId'

tehmpe(raitur it the feed water nozzk'of the RPV, I is~bout I 1 f C anid at theý bottom of
RP~ib4 V9 ot )2 " C' (800, 4!3fj ThII P

As o'A~pril I, 10 IJJST, wa(ýi Ic % l Iii trench is 155m below floor 1levl 1800, 4/

USIT \ 1"P

No data is available for SFP pool water temperature as of this report.
Fresh water injection to the unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool via the Cooling and Purification Line
continues.
On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 3 had 33% core damage.
Unit #3 SFP contains 514 elements.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 4 reactor (NRC priority 4):

Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December for
maintenance on the reactor.
Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 elements.
Per NISA, freshwater spray to the Spent Fuel Pool using Concrete Pump Truck(50t/h)
took place at 0825 UTC on April 1.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 5 reactor (NRC priority 5):
Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
Unit #5 SFP contains 946 elements.
Per NISA as of NISA March 30: Reactor pressure 0.108 MPa abs, reactor water level
2.161 m above the top of the fuel rods, reactor water temperature is 29.9°C.
Per JAIWf aý+' I 100JST 3. Apt:Il,], Ow watem•tp was 29...... (1800, 41"3 SITRBP)
Power was switched to off-site power on March 21.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 6 reactor (NRC priority 6):
Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
Reactor is in cold shutdown conditions (less than 1 000 C). Cooling of the reactor cores
continues.

6
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Unit #6 SFP contains 876 elements.
Per NISA as of 0600 March 31: Reactor pressure 0.104 MPa, Reactor water temp 32.61C,
.reactor water level 1.703 m above the top of the fuel rods.
Peri JAIisoII.10QJS• 3 April, SEP ,ate iN C (1800i,3 SIREP•)
Power supply to Unit 6 was switched from to temporary power to permanent supply on
March 25.

Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool

At 100 on 18 March, it was confirmed that water level in the pool was secured. Japanese
authorities have confirmed that fuel assemblies there are fully covered by water, and the
temperature was 39 *C as of 0800 JST 27 March.

rhThe IAEA also reported on March 30', 2011 that the Common Spent Fuel Pooltemperature remains stable.

Other Information

The IAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at Wwwv.iaea.orP.

REQUESTS FOR US ASSISTANCE

TEPCO-NISA has requested six storage tanks and a trailer from DOE, and additional
information about the transportation and usage at the Fukushima site. TEPCO-NISA also
inquired asfto whether DOE would be willing to send any more storage tanks (0600, 4/2
SITREP).

GOJ Prime Minister's Office requested the Early Warning Line proposal come from a
civilian ministry--not the MOD. DOE will try to coordinate with MEXT on this issue.
(0600, 4/2 SITREP)

GOJ Ministries have requested support for analysis of food, soil, and water samples.
GOJ has requested additional HpGe detectors from DOE. (0600, 4/2 SITREP)

The GOJ has requested assistance from DOE in the handling and storage of contaminated
water from at the Fukushima reactors. Secretary Chu has offered to provide equipment
and capabilities at DOE sites to support the Fukushima water clean-up effort. TEPCO
said they hope they can receive the six stainless steel horizontal storage tanks (16,000
gallons each) and high activity trailer (1000 gallon capacity) as soon as possible.
Capabilities include existing pumps and storage tanks that can be deployed quickly, as
well as resources that can be utilized to design and acquire systems for the safe handling
and storage of contaminated water. (1800, 4/1 SITREP)

ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE:
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No further updates. (1800, April I SITREP)

On 30 March, NISA issued a press release instructing nuclear plant operating companies
to review safety plans and systems to ensure core and spent fuel cooling capability in
case of tsunamis and/or station blackout conditions. Operating companies were requested
to report on the status of their actions. Per this press release, NISA will verify these plans
within one month.

CONTACTS WITH GOJ OFFICIALS:

An interagency group will be meeting on Monday, April 4 at 1900 JST with U.S.
Embassy officials, DOE and NRC. Participants will include Deputy Chief Cabinet
Secretary Fukuyama, special advisor to the Prime Minister Goshi Hosono, Diet member
Akihisa Nagashima, and representatives from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Ministry of Defense. Other key participants include representatives from TEPCO, NISA,
METI, MEXT, JSDF and the Nuclear Safety Commission. (1800, 4/1 SITREP)

Media Reports

"Rdioactive Water Continues >to (Leak" (!NHK, 16:21 LTC, ApriW3, 20 11)
Japaii's Nua cl!e- erd an id;ndra SIafty ge: ghas teen nodcthangie li ht:e
ammn~nt of raidioa' ctive water sce~pirw fr-oiWthcFtijkushirn.i, despite fforts toijct1
f~l ic ltoc rý~ pit.

"'SeN era[ iontlis eeded to stop radiatioin ,from Fukushima plant: Gov't" (KN odo,

The -m~rminwit exp-ccs that ,everal nionths mhay bu iýqic coý!raiatv atcc
/,o cng released from the Fiikishiima Daiichi nulýipat lý:'ale ertr

YiukioEidan6to said 26ntay•l

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Nuclear Incident Team in the Emergency Operations Center

(b)(6)

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500

Watch Schedule April 3-4:

Ted Wyka 0400-0800/3 April
Matt Nutmaker

offi. ATSE GNLV
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James Conner
Tim Beville

Mark Whitney

Karyn Durbin
Michael Worley

1600-2000/3 April

0400-0800/4 April

1600-2000/4 April

OF S ONL
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Japan 'Earthquake Response
April 3, 2011/41800 EDT
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This information is for limited
distribution to those with a

and should not be forwarded outside
your agency or organization without

prior clearance from U.S, DOE

Contact: DOEINNSA Nuclear Incident
Team:.
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Current Status
* No major changes in airborne radiation levels at the Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant

* Additional power plant status in accompanying text SITREP

External powe•r supply now being used to power pumpsinjecting fresh waer into reactorUniOs .1, 2
and 3, thus replacing Itern rary electrical pum s

# Unit 1: Reactor water level stable, core damage est. 70%. Freshwater injection continues.
Electrical power line connected. Pumping freshwater in spent fuel pool.

, Unit 2: Reactor water level stable, core damage est. 33%. Freshwater injec'ion continues.
Electrical power line coninected. Pumping freshwater in spent fuel pool,

s Unit 3: Reactor water level stable, core damage est. 33%. Freshwater injection continues.
Eletrica[lpower line connected. Pumping freshwater in spent fuel pool. trucks pumping water into
spent fuel pools.

@ Unit 4: Spraying continues periodically for the spent fuel pool. Power restored, Trucks pumping
water into spent fuel pool.

* On a trail basis, synthetic resin was sprayed to prevent the spread of radioactive dust near the common
spent fuel pool.

* TEPCO continues to address issues with water in trenches outside turbine buildings of Units 1, 2 and 3

, A 20 cm crack has been found in a pit connected to the Unit 2 turbine building and is leaking
radioactive water into the ocean. Rad levels in the pit exceed 1000 msV/hr. TEPCO attempted to
use polymericrand other rnaterials on April 3 to seal the leak, but was unsuccessful.

* TEPCO constructing a water treatment facility to reduce activity in water discharged to the sea
and considering using a large floating platform to store up to 10,000 tons of radioactive water.

° The Japanese national government is now encouraging evacuation for local residents within the 20-30
km radius of the site boundary. This is a slight change from the previous voluntary evacuation with
shelter in place for the 20-30 km zone.

-MT efidi! USntniy-



DOEINNSA
Emergency Response

Command, Control, Coordination: Deployed* (43)
* Nuclear Incident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall emergency

response
Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy Yokota AB

° Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams (2) SEO
, Liaisons: DART, USPACOM, USAID, NRC (1) SEO Staff

* Modeling (25) CMRT
, National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARA C): (9) AMS

conducting predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling US Embassy Tokyo
* Monitoring and Sampling (5) DART LNO

a Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT): Conducting USPACOM HQ
ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results analysis

* Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducts aerial detection for (1) LNO
mapping radiological ground material deposits

, Currently 3 platforms: 1 Fixed, 2 Rotary Upcoming personnel changes:

* Assessment Several personnel enroute to/from

Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT): Scientific Japan 3-6 April,

assessment of data updated daily from ground measurements and
AMS flights *The number deployed does not

* Medical Consultation currently reflect DOEJNNSA personnel

* Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site assisting in nuclear energy (NE)

(REAC/TS): Providing medical advice about radiological exposure aspects of the response.

4
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Mission Summary

Type Last 24 Hours Total

AMS Flight Hours 14,6 206

Field Measurements 10O856 96,553*

Air Samples 13 133

Soil Samples 0 1

* Duplicate data removed from aggregate total

Field measurements are a combination of DOE, DoD, and GOJ data
including automated downloads from several remotely monitored stations. Figures
accurate as of 1730 EDT 3 APR 11.
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Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.

International Engagement:
# GOJ Prime Minister's Office requested the Early Warning Line

proposal come from a civilian ministry, vice MOD; DOE will try to
coordinate with MEXT

* General Oriki visit to USFJ

* Coordinated further on GOJ ministries' requested support for sample
analysis of food, soil, and water. Support will require sensitive
detectors (High Purity Germanium), support equipment, and training

Nuclear Incident Team:

+ Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data
spreadsheets to CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, and
WH

# Coordinated rotation for deployed personnel

Off;Ical U60 GAIY
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Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.
Operations:
+ Modeling

NARAC: Continued work on products normalizing NARAC models to measurements
taken in the field, Preliminary assessment of time correlated deposition and further
assessment of dose rate measurements correlated to actual weather patterns

+ Field Monitoring and Assessment
, AMS UH-1 and HH-60: Flew over US Military installations in and aroundlthe Tokyo -area to

provide information for USFa to.ssue :protective action guidance
A, V AS 12.F AMS f,, Flewi in the. val ley from the south near Shirasa a 'o the mountains on the west side,
north to Shiroi, and east to.the ocean
2 ground teamS..conducted ,surveys of military installations in the Tokyo area in support of the
aerial mapping
1 groundfteamtook ground measurements on Yokota AB

* Medical Consult
, Nothing substantial to report

7
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Data Providers

Japan
a Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)
& Nuclear Safety Technology Center

(NUSTEC)
o Tokyo Electric Power Company

(TEPCO)
* Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry

and Fisheries (MAFF)
# Ministry of Education, Culture,

Sports, Science, and Technology
(MEXT)

t Ministry of Health, Welfare and
Labor

# Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency (NISA)

s Nuclear Safety Commission

* Consequence Management
Response Team
* CMRT/CMOC
s AMS
e AFRAT

s External US
s Japan Emergency Command

Center, US Embassy, Tokyo
e USAF, BSC Commander
s USAF, WC-135 Constant Phoenix
* Futenma Marine Corps Air Station
* Nuclear Regulatory Commission
* Naval Reactors

OffzWv 6%c Q1,11
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Guide to Interpretation
US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

• First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during the

first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an urgent
action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the second year
DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in the

second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels
decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days following its
release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents would accumulate
the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2 years, 50 years).

orri~;0iuzc On~'



Guide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and sampling
should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of contamination of
agricultural products grown in these areas.

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors
show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical background.

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the radioactive
material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these areas may be
warranted.

OAreas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

OAreas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.

10
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

* An assessment of measurements gathered through 3 April
continues to show:
@ Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or

relocation outside of 25 miles

a Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19
March

* An assessment of measurements gathered at US military
installations in the Tokyo area through 3 April shows:

* Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation

# All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 pR/hr -a
level that poses no known health risk

e Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in
deposited radiation are anticipated

16



Forecasted Weather
April 4, 2011

04/04/2011 13:00:00 JST
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Planned Operations:
Next 24 Hrs

* Aerial Monitoring
SAMS.UH- Planned re~Ilights along the eastern flanks ofthe mountains

on the west: side of the Tohoku Expressway valley north ofKo-yara to

the noaIh sideof Fukushima
AMS"UH-1.I (second aircraft available after 1100): UH-1, asecond air'craft
will be available after 1100, it will survey the coast south of Mito at 500ff
with 1000 ft:line spacingS

* AMS m HH60: 'Unavailable due to,
AMS 0.12:, Continue to fly in the valley from the south near Shirasaka to
the mountains on the west side, noah to Shiroi east to tlhe ocean,

* Ground Monitoring
, Complete beta/gamma exposure rate surveys. Radio nucide evaluationS

are to.include in-situ mneasurement assessrment of gamma sotopes.

Continue joint Monitoring and Assessment planning with DoD (US
AFRAT)

Meeting (4 April) with MEXT on technical cooperation for monitoring
and sampling 18
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Japan Earthquake Response
A prlI 3, 2011//0600 EDT
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This information is for limited
distribution to those with a

NEL TOMN
and should not be forwarded outside
your agency or organization without

prior clearance from U.S. DOE

Contact: DOE/NNSA Nuclear Incident
Team:
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Current Status
* No major changes in airborne radiation levels at the Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant

Additional power plant status in accompanying text SITREP

* Unit 1: Reactor water level stable, core damage est. 70%. Freshwater injection continues.
Electrical power line connected. Pumping freshwater in spent fuel pool.

s Unit 2: Reactor water level stable, core damage est. 33%.. Spent fuel pool has been filled
and fresh water injection has been reestablished after a brief suspension.

s Unit 3: Reactor water level stable, core damage est. 33%. Freshwater injection continues;
trucks pumping water into spent fuel pools.

* Unit 4: Spraying continues periodically for the spent fuel pool. Power restored. Trucks
pumping water into spent fuel pool.

* Synthetic resin sprayed near reactor to fix contamination

* TEPCO continues to address issues with water in the trenches outside the turbine buildings of
Units 1, 2 and 3

s A 20 cm crack has been found in a pit connected to the Unit 2 turbine building and is leaking
radioactive water into the ocean. Rad levels in the pit exceed 1000 msV/hr. TEPCO is
having difficulty patching the crack with concrete and an additional attempt will be made
using a polymeric material with additional concrete on April 4.

* TEPCO constructing a water treatment facility to reduce activity in water discharged to the
sea and considering using a large floating platform to store up to 10,000 tons of radioactive
water.

The Japanese national government is now encouraging evacuation for local residents within the
2.030 km radius of the site boundary. This is. a slight..change from the previous voluntary
evacuation with shelter in place for the 20-30 km zone.
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WDOE/NNSA Response

# Command, Control, Coordination: Deployed (44)
, Nuclearincident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall emergency

response
Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy Yokota AB

, Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams (2) SEQ
, Liaisons: DART, USPACOM, USAID, NRC (1) SEO Staff

+ Modeling (25) CMRT
, National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC): (9) AMS

conducting predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling US Embassy Tokyo
# Monitoring and Sampling (5) DART LNO

, Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT): Conducting (1) Nuclear Energy
ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results analysis

, Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducts aerial detection for Representative
mapping radiological ground material deposits USPACOM HQ

, Currently 3 platforms: 1 Fixed, 2 Rotary (1) LNO

* Assessment
° Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT): Scientific Upcoming personnel changes:

assessment of data updated daily from ground measurements and Several personnel enroute to/from
AMS flights Japan 2-4 April.

# Medical Consultation
, Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site

(REAC/TS): Providing medical advice about radiological exposure

Official uwe Oly-
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Mission Summary

Type Last 24 Hours Total

AMS Flight Hours Aircraft still. in flight 196

Field Measurements 19,492 102,237

Air Samples 120 paper filters 120 paper filters
120 charcoal filters 120 charcoal filters

Soil Samples 1 1

Field measurements are a combination of DOE, DoD, and GOJ data
including automated downloads from several remotely monitored stations. Figures
accurate as of 0600 EDT 3 APR 11.
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Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.

International Enqaqement:
o GOJ Prime Minister's Office requested the Early Warning Line

proposal come from a civilian ministry, vice MOD; DOE will try to
coordinate with MEXT

o General Oriki visit to USFJ

o Coordinated further on GOJ ministries' requested support for sample
analysis of food, soil, and water. Support will require sensitive
detectors (High Purity Germanium), support equipment, and training

Nuclear Incident Team:

o Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data
spreadsheets to CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, and
WH

o Coordinated rotation for deployed personnel

I OfficiaI Use Onlyf-



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs,
Operations:
* Modeling

NARAC: Continued work on products normalizing NARAC models to measurements
taken in the field. Preliminary assessment of time correlated deposition and further
assessment of dose rate measurements correlated to actual weather patterns

* Field Monitoring and Assessment
* AMS UH-1 and HH-60: Flewv over US Military installation-s in and around the Tokyo.area toprovide information for USFJ to issue protective action guidance for dependentsi

* AMS C-12: Flew in the valley from the south near Shirasaka to the mountains on the west side,
north to Shiroi, and east tb the ocean,
2 ground teams.conducted:surveys of military installations in the Tokyo area in support of the
aerial mapping

,, 1 ground team took ground measurements on Yokota A&

Medical Consult
, Nothing substantial to report

7
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Data Providers

* Japan
, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)
° Nuclear Safety Technology Center

(NUSTEC)
° Tokyo Electric Power Company

(TEPCO)
° Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry

and Fisheries (MAFF)
@ Ministry of Education, Culture,

Sports, Science,and Technology
(MEXT)

e Ministry of Health, Welfare and
Labor

* Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency (NISA)

# Nuclear Safety Commission

* Consequence Management
Response Team
e CMRT/CMOC
@ AMS
s AFRAT

* External US
. Japan Emergency Command

Center, US Embassy, Tokyo
. USAF, BSC Commander
. USAF, WC-135 Constant Phoenix
. Futenma Marine Corps Air Station
. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
. Naval Reactors

~O~iaWse.Q4-
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Guide to Interpretation
US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

I Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during the

first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by orange.

I Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an urgent
action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the second year
DRL,

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in the

second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels
decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days following its
release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents would accumulate
the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (eg. 1 year, 2 years, 50 years).

efficdia U onfly-
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Guide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements cah indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and sampling
should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of contamination of
agricultural products grown in these areas.

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors
show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical background.

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the radioactive
material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these areas may be
warranted.

*Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

* Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

#Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.

10
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

Assessment:

* An assessment of measurements gathered through 02
April continue to show:
e Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for

evacuation or relocation outside of 25 miles

a Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities
in the areas measured since 19 March

13
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Forecasted Weather
April 4, 2011

04/0412011 02:00:00 JST 04/04/2011 07:00:00 JST 04/04/2011 16:00:00 JST
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Planned Operations:
Next 24 Hrs

* Aerial Monitoring
* AMS UH 1:. Aircraft not available tomorrow per USAF

AMSHH-60: TBD
..AM. 0-12: C.ont.inue fly in'the valley from the south near Shirasaka to

the mountains on the west side, north to Shiroi east to the-ocean,

* Ground Monitoring
, Specific assignments TBD

, Complete beta/gamma exposure rate surveys. Radio. nuclide evaluations
are to include in-situ measurement. assessment of gammla isotopes,.

Continue joint Monitoring and Assessment planning with DoD (US

AFRAT)

* Meeting (4 April) with MEXT on technical cooperation for monitoring
and sampling

15
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

1 4 April 2011
b•600 (EDT) UPDATE

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

Summary of information received as of 18:00 (EDT) 3 April from the Kyodo News.
(NOTE: JST = EDT + 13 hours; EDT = GMT/UTC - 4 hours). A 20 cm crack was
discovered on the concrete lateral of the pit (pit connected to the No. 2 reactor building).
An initial attempt to block the leak was unsuccessful; therefore, a second attempt to block
the leakage with a polymeric material as well as additional concrete was attempted on
Sunday April 3, beginning at 13:40 JST. NISA has reported the absorbent did not reach
the intended pipe and that so far there has been no decline in the amount of contaminated
water leaking into the ocean. Engineers are now trying to mix the absorbent with water,
and NISA will continue monitoring the situation until Monday to see if the technique
yields positive results. (1800, 4/3 SITREP)

TEPCO rceports th-It i• InjeS t gia tracer to Jdetect't the path of ram~dictivwcatcrand
Kyodo Ncwsý detail thit ITN'() has, poured I1-skilc graýms of tilt ,whoc powkder lraeer into
an unde grou r4trenc h n'~the pont friomw Ch ereI I dIcti fcr Iea•, ic i toeth

Pacific O&&anIin frot of the&plant, after tS LsttemptW toIOCk1thc 1leatkage from i
seaside pit conn fid to the 2 reactor turbine building showed noeffcct-li600, 4/4
SITREP)

Reuters rcporv tatm rEPCO on Nloidjy re2c,'' lodcvel radioatives, actr th~at h,,d
bec'numed to ~ol Vovcrhhated fIuLdI rods aftcr It 1,r11Ou~t 1P'"ra Pii orre iii h1%
contariniated ýttcr. M\cordii_ ohrptingfllfhe ,v10,QQ0onsVol0 con'1UHlnatcU

wae %ould bereleased,. (0600. 4A4 SITREP)

Water has been filling up the basement of the No. 2 building and a tunnel-like
underground trench connected to it. Kyodo news reported that per NISA spokesman,
TEPCO has confirmed that pits from the plant's other reactors do not have similar cracks.
Workers have also been checking the condition of the embankment at the plant on the
coast to find out other possible routes for radiation leakage into the sea. TEPCO has
revealed that radioactive iodine-131 more than 10,000 times the legal concentration was
detected in the water found in the pit. TEPCO reports that work began at 13:55 PM JST
on April 3 to drain water from the underground floor of the turbine buildings, transferring
the water to a suppression pool water surge-tank in Unit 1. (1800, 4/3 SITREP)

Per the JAIF, TEPCO is obtaining a "massive, hollowfloating platform" from Shizuoka
City and will use it to store contaminated water from the Fukushima site. The float can
store up to 18,000 tons of water. Meanwhile TEPCO and the Japanese government are
working to identify safe methods for transporting and storing contaminated water. (18:00,
4/2 SITREP)
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Per IAEA, transfer of fresh water from the US Navy barge to the 'filtered water tank' near
reactor No.1 started on April 1 at 15:38, and was suspended on April I around 17:00 due
to a connection failure. JAIF reported on Sunday April 3 that a second US Navy barge
carrying about 1,300 tons of fresh water arrived at the site on Saturday April 2. (1800, 4/3
SITREP)

Note: With the 18:00 March 31 SITREP we started labeling each entry with the time and
date of the latest SITREP that updated the information. Paragraphs with no indicated
time were prepared prior to the 1800, March 31 SITREP and were included as the latest
information available. Less frequent information updates are available from Japanese
agencies. (0600, 4/2 SITREP)

Updates on Reactor Vessel Integrity:

No updates since 0600 4/1 SITREP. Per JAIF as of 0300 EDT April 1, it is presumed
that radioactive material inside the reactor vessels may have leaked outside Units 1, 2 and
3. NISA announced that the reactor pressure vessel of Units 2 and 3 may have lost air
tightness judging from the low pressure inside the pressure vessel. NISA reports that it is
unlikely that these are cracks or holes in the reactor pressure vessels. (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

Updates on Cooling Efforts and Cooling Water Management:

Kyodo News reports Tepco plans to construct a large floating platform, a so-called
"megafloat," to store the tainted water from the reactor. World Nuclear News reports that
TEPCO plans to construct a 6000 tonne water tank as well as a 4000 tonne pond. These
will work in conjunction with a 20 tonne per hour treatment facility to handle water from
drainage canals around all six reactors at the plant. The tank and pond should be
complete around the middle of this month, with the treatment facility following about two
weeks later. The set-up should let the company mitigate the discharges to sea by safely
storing and sampling the water and only discharging it after treatment. Kydo News
reports that the amount of water detected in the plant has reached around 13,000 tons.
(0600, 4/2 SITREP)

Near the No.4 reactor, 400 liters of a synthetic resin solution were sprayed in an
experiment intended to solidify contaminated dust and prevent radioactive materials from
getting airborne. Plant operator Tokyo Electric Power Company is due to test the solution
for about 2 weeks to see if it works. (1800, 4/1 SITREP)

Updates on Electrical Power Restoration Efforts:
.r..•I A F. , =- =, t ......................... 1, ' md 3, external poweN c r . . ppy . is

ilow bcIng 'usd to) powe r the pLI IIIS thaitae ýiijc igtinc, treý Iiwater into the reactors,' thuS
fclcn erioir cl:;riclpnI)s Tli- sitch toe,&terITIaf power supply occuirred on 2
Apria23,02 ED'Ifor U.nit~ 1; l231 - DI 1(r I 2Iind 2, vl 1 EDT for Uniti. ome5
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ligtin hs bcr icicivtedInthe turbinec buildings, of Units 1I, 2, 3aud 4. (0600, 4`4
SITiREP)

Updates on Injuries and Exposure of Daiichi Workers:

From 3 April Kyodo news, TEPCO said that two workers in their 20s who have been
missing were found dead in the basement of a reactor turbine building last Wednesday,
March 30. They died of bleeding from multiple injuries resulting from the tsunami. This
is the first time that TEPCO workers have been confirmed to have died at the plant.
(0600, 4/3 SITREP)

TEPCO reports that at 11:35 JST April I st, a TEPCO worker fell into the sea while
stepping onto a ship from the pier during the hose laying work of the barge. He was
immediately rescued. While no injury or contamination was confirmed, a full-body
analysis will be performed to determine contamination (0600, 4/2SITREP)

Radiation Detection Updates:

NHK reports on Sunday April 3 that radiation levels on the ground in many areas near the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant are gradually decreasing. Chief Cabinet Secretary
Yukio Edano also told a news conference on Sunday April 3 that recent checkups have
found no problems in the thyroid of children in Fukushima area, but cautioned that the
Japanese government expects that it will likely be several months before radiation will
stop being released from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant. (1800, 4/3 SITREP)

Kyodo News reports that the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare said Sunday April 3
that it has detected radioactive substances higher than the legal limits in mushrooms
sampled Friday in Iwaki, Fukushima Prefecture, where the crippled Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear power plant is located. The Ministry said it found the mushrooms to contain
3,100 becquerels of radioactive iodine and 890 becquerels of radioactive cesium against
the limits of 2,000 becquerels and 500 becquerels. (1800, 4/3 SITREP)

According to JAIF, Japan's health ministry reported on Saturday April 2 that test results
of tap water show that radiation levels are within safety standards in all municipalities,
although recommendations for restrictions on drinking water for infants only, as a
precaution, are still in place in the village of li-tate in Fukushima prefecture. (1800, 4/3
SITREP)

Per NRC update 0430 EDT, 3 April, the Japanese national government is now
encouraging evacuation for local residents within the 20-30 km radius of the site
boundary. This is a slight change from the previous voluntary evacuation with shelter in
place for the 20-30 km zone. IAEA confirms a no-fly zone out to 30 km around the
Fukushima Daiichi plant. (0600, 4/3 SITREP)

O_9FFICIAL US9 CNy
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Per a TEPCO press release, on April 2 at around 09;30 Japan time (JST), TEPCO
employees detected water containing radiation dose over 1,000 mSv/h in a concrete pit
where supply cables are stored near the intake channel of the Unit 2 reactor.

P"FeiJA IY sý of, 00 1 ()T pApri 1-,Fl III]IC'L "c' wer9 t-8n)Sv/h ýj atihe' srh s'ide of
~the, Q h~uiIding, 12 1 pSy/h at the Ma~ih ti [l' )ýtteWstgt: j ,t0:
Apr. r41 L hsear all slight decrae sfrom previous ~JAI Feport. (06jOQ 4; 4 SITPREP).

It was also discovered on April 2 that there is highly radioactive (more than 1000mSv/hr)
water in the concrete structure housing electrical cable and this water is leaking into the
sea (see detail in General item) (18:00, 4/2 SITREP)

JAIF reported as of 0800, March 31 that radioactive material in milk and agricultural
products from Fukushima and neighboring prefectures. GOJ issued orders to limit
shipment and intake for some products. Radioactive iodine exceeding the provisional
legal limit was detected from tap water sampled in some prefectures from March 21 to
27. (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update (Updated each SITREP):

Recent events of past 24 hours:

Per NRC update 0430 EDT, 3 April, current meteorological data (at 0200 EDT, 4/3)
indicate that the winds are from the NW and are predicted to shift from the SE for a few
hours late in the evening, then from the NW through the morning of 4/4. (0600, 4/3
SITREP)

Modeling
* NARAC: Continued work on products normalizing NARAC models to

measurements taken in the field. Preliminary assessment of time correlated
deposition and further assessment of dose rate measurements correlated to actual
weather patterns. (1800, 4/3 SITREP)

Field Monitoring and Assessment
*.Continued monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan (6O( 4i/4 SITREP)

" W- 'Is. I-I I ý I ElewalMId st lfahksS f MOUnftis ~nwi stide of
TohUka Express,,. iva north to Ktrymat ot ieofýukushlma
: lAMS UH- (Suvy foast, s.'outh :,mito

" YAMS C-12:~ Flvw Hin valley weIst of fukushima Dalicic NPP, from South

i 1ap1iSaLakato m1untains on w est to Shiraionlu t aQtnd m sa,et td
oced Did'no fly In after-no,? duic tohigh ndiic,

111MJ1-60: Resige U-yVAF
K roujird tCeam1S1 (o'tinITed ~ iitarY t~~w in Toky. ar'ea

in suppor o t carial imIppi. TV-s s
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Medical Consult
• Nothing substantial to report (1800, 4/3 SITREP)

Planned operations over the next 24 hours:
* Aerial Monitoring (0600, 4/4 SlTPLP

o 7 U&i I Re-fli 3,ht along eastern a f 1i wntair n Wes s hI': ot
Toluka i~f rl s IaInrt to' Koryanima to the tnoith si1c(fl xo ikushima

SAM'\-N G I2 Conduct w- near sho-ieline and overoomnihf l-t
When co)mplete: fly the north coasýt in towardl Sendati.

* Ground Monitoring (0600. 4/41 S-'0f
* Complete beta/gamma exposure rate surveys. Radio nuclide evaluations are

to include in-situ measurement assessment of gamma isotopes.
( OniLCrontrn clýIi. t h b massv,%;a wndthe -biT,,sV
Residenit Towrs in Thky_,,o CMIO('' (), t Yo 'ý, p ý1K1d Yokuiska Jvail
Base.
Continuing wok to pimitpljemnthe;Eariy am rr util zinglnrfie1ls 1and
SMC.

* Continue joint Monitoring and Assessment planning with DoD (US AFRAT)
* Meeting (4 April) with MEXT on technical cooperation for monitoring and

sampling.

Updates by Reactor Unit (Updated each SITREP)

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit I reactor (NRC priority 1):
1, etheJAEA as J [ 7 15 UTC April 1o fresh watOc contiiiut] in I dIinto the
re~ac ( r pressure %":ssel through the Ieed-i water l cin at ii lnd icAf&WfHdw% ri~'to ofl Sn3/h

pumpC( pore with offsite electric- poe (I I ' , 4$ITRE)USln1L, a Pump pk13oI1e3e"

Pc-JAW ait 0000 JST 4 April reactor parameters are RPV iresur ~1A 0.304MNlfa
Gauge (G) 03) 0.592 %11ai ,G water level 165 1.0 hIv the topl of the. fticl rý,ds;

(06t; 4Y4 S.TREP)

As of Apri 1J. 1 JoST \te levlijn tichii 1,, 1 m belo -:oor levcl•j'1800, 4:/3
SFTR'EP)

Per NRC at 0430 EDT 3 April, Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) has 292 assemblies with last
transfer of 64 assemblies from reactor to SFP in March 2010. Intermittent steam-like
substance emitting from SFP 1, 2, 3, 4 from injection/spray. (Source: JAIF) (0600, 4/3
SITREP)

From 3 April Kyodo news, NISA stated that TEPCO will inject nitrogen into the
containment vessel of the No. I reactor on Tuesday or later to help prevent the risk of
more hydrogen explosions caused by overheating of the reactor. (0600, 4/3 SITREP)

O.IC.L. S ONLY
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On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit I had 70% core damage. The reactor vessel
and primary containment are intact.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 reactor (NRC priority 2):

rc~ctorpr ure vesselthrough ~the fe- 1atri un t aw 1ndica)ted fowritekf9-')III)
uSIna p. .y ih ~ pyr Q,4~TP

Per JNAR000 JST 4 April, RV prcistira (A)ls g 1re a Gt (Ra ) -0.0144r a P dhg water
ICo1 vV50 ImeCIers'be)CoW(1Cthe O top cILW r~S 0.1timn p-ýc(. ['0' MWa
bibs. PIAEA1\F- asý,of,11 7XI-- FTG.April 3. h, ~inii~tced terrp'eraa,a'it the rCed wa,ýter nozl
oftile:RP'V has dcor-'ascd ti-om 161 'C' toJ5I ý'?Cý anld bottomr head is not r-cportcd.~ Pcr

JAil atii0 (O JST1 1 4 April S[ P tempperaittrisS6 0C(,ý ý:ics o but1''h-m0
pc vious, measureiment oni April 2, (0600, 414 S$ [ Rý E?1

Per NRC update 0430 EDT, 3 April, rad levels greater than I OOR/hr at discharge to sea
(Source: IAEA 4/3)

Fukushima Dai ichi Unit 3 (NRC priority 3).
PeCr theý IAFE.A, is olf 171 5<OI TCApril 3, fresh water coijtmies to be InetdIt th,-
rfc'tor Irt)[ureessel through the feed wýater line at an indicated flow rate of 7 m3/'h

using au.p powered wit. offs.te electric power, (1800, 4/3 SITREP)
Perdat Jis avit 0)330 JSTFApril 4,ePV pressueare is (A)Q0.07 a G (B) -0.081 his rep
rehctor waterl lvel is (\) 1h in (B)3 2S5m belPowl ta thep ofotingfdePurodi continmint

sepi-sLre 0. 1071 Nl3 ' abs. (i0600,4/4 SITREP) cIA aI -/ 15 'JTC oi April
4h 1dcic ,npmucd hýýfecedte no/zle of th~e RPV Is aboutl 118 -C Jan ýI

the lbottomnI fR PV Is, ab-oitii9~ ')- V H 00 43 SJTREP) '

Af'otApr I1 1, 1 100JSYwtcr kiý c! ini iencath s 1.5 b'Iv lo te.(1 /

No data is available for SEP pool waler temperature as of this report.
Fresh water injection to the unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool via the Cooling and Purification Line
continues.
On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 3 had 33% core damage.
Unit #3 SFP contains 514 elements.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 4 reactor (NRC priority 4):
Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December for
maintenance on the reactor.
Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 elements.
Per NISA, freshwater spray to the Spent Fuel Pool using Concrete Pump Truck(50t/h)
took place at 0825 UTC on April 1.

6
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Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 5 reactor (NRC priority 5):
Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
Unit #5 SFP contains 946 elements.
Per NISA as of NISA March 30: Reactor pressure 0.108 MPa abs, reactor water level
2.161 m above the top of the fuel rods, reactor water temperature is 29.9°C.
Per JAI as::of I:6W, P: !je.. t::SF w' te,: k,n : ais 30.9C.(60•i, -4/ SITREP)
Power was switched to off-site power on March 2 1.

Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 6 reactor (NRC priority 6):
Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
Reactor is in cold shutdown conditions (less than 100'C). Cooling of the reactor cores
continues.
Unit #6 SFP contains 876 elements.
Per NISA as of 0600 March 3 1: Reactor pressure 0.104 MPa, Reactor water temp 32.6°C,
reactor water level 1.703 m above the top of the fuel rods.
PeAr JAW, of 1600 JST ., ApriL• SP wat:er:temp wzis2 ',0.5,C. (0600, 4/4 .SITRP)
Power supply to Unit 6 was switched from to temporary power to permanent supply on
March 25.

Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool

At 100 on 18 March, it was confirmed that water level in the pool was secured. Japanese
authorities have confirmed that fuel assemblies there are fully covered by water, and the
temperature was 39 'C as of 0800 JST 27 March.
The IAEA also reported on March 3 0 th, 2011 that the Common Spent Fuel Pool
temperature remains stable.

Other Information

The iAEA has announced that it will hold a high-level conference on preliminary lessons
learned from Fukushima on June 20-24, 2011. Information is available at wroigea,nrz.

REQUESTS FOR US ASSISTANCE

TEPCO-NISA has requested six storage tanks and a trailer from DOE, and additional
information about the transportation and usage at the Fukushima site. TEPCO-NISA also
inquired as to whether DOE would be willing to send any more storage tanks (0600, 4/2
SITREP).

GOJ Prime Minister's Office requested the Early Warning Line proposal come from a
civilian ministry--not the MOD. DOE will try to coordinate with MEXT on this issue.
(0600, 4/2 SITREP)

GOJ Ministries have requested support for analysis of food, soil, and water samples.
GOJ has requested additional HpGe detectors from DOE. (0600, 4/2 SITREP)

O4f•FIrA U6SE ONL
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The GOJ has requested assistance from DOE in the handling and storage of contaminated
water from at the Fukushima reactors. Secretary Chu has offered to provide equipment
and capabilities at DOE sites to support the Fukushima water clean-up effort. TEPCO
said they hope they can receive the six stainless steel horizontal storage tanks (16,000
gallons each) and high activity trailer (1000 gallon capacity) as soon as possible.
Capabilities include existing pumps and storage tanks that can be deployed quickly, as
well as resources that can be utilized to design and acquire systems for the safe handling
and storage of contaminated water. (1800, 4/1 SITREP)

ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE:

No further updates. (1800, April l SITREP)

On 30 March, NISA issued a press release instructing nuclear plant operating companies
to review safety plans and systems to ensure core and spent fuel cooling capability in
case of tsunamis and/or station blackout conditions. Operating companies were requested
to report on the status of their actions. Per this press release, NISA will verify these plans
within one month.

CONTACTS WITH GOJ OFFICIALS:

An interagency group will be meeting on Monday, April 4 at 1900 JST with U.S.
Embassy officials, DOE and NRC. Participants will include Deputy Chief Cabinet
Secretary Fukuyama, special advisor to the Prime Minister Goshi Hosono, Diet member
Akihisa Nagashima, and representatives from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Ministry of Defense. Other key participants include representatives from TEPCO, NISA,
METI, MEXT, JSDF and the Nuclear Safety Commission. (1800, 4/1 SITREP)

Media Reports

"T~ok~yo Electric struggles to pin down source of seawater poll'utio" Kyodo, April
4,>2011)
Tokyo Electric Power Co. used colored powder Monday totrach ,oreof highly
rafioactive wwcr leaking- into dicw near th trFub led Fiik(!shfli 1Diihi nUClearpower
l•tt, whil mulling the useje silt-barrier iiithe >s~to preyeit tlic further spread of

raition.

"Japan to release radioactive water into sea" (Reuter~s, April4, 2011)

Japanee iicý, Lincers on Mo~nday were forced to relase, rad o~tchy ,watcr intotheeci4while
rsrAifin- to desperate resures such u,,wn bath salts to ty to find.the sourcecof th~e

m ~ha cnippled nuclear power oil\
.. .. ... .10 4

CIAL USE ONLY
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"Radiation levels drn or reain nlat" (NHK, 1316•JST, April 4, 2011)

"Fuku,ýhirnflputs ,ohint,,iy ban on shiitake" (N1LI, 1'247 JST; April 4, 21011)

Vhý:eIFJKUS1111iaie goverCCI~ Lnifintehas uirg&dfarmers inwaki ity to halt s$nts
oftrSn hiira eonsamp1eCo:ftIe niuhroom,, ttedwasdiscovered ocontai
radactivSubstances cxcdi4g the legal imit

"Radioactive Water Continues to Leak" (NHK, 16:21 UTC, April 3, 2011)
Japan's Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency says there has been no change in the
amount of radioactive water seeping from the Fukushima, despite efforts to inject a
polymer into a cracked pit.

"Several months needed to stop radiation from Fukushima plant: Gov't" (Kyodo,
April 3, 2011)

The government expects that several months may be. required before radioactive particles
stop being released from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant, Chief Cabinet Secretary
Yukio Edano said Sunday.
http://en]gliSh.kro doniews. ji nnewsl20l 1/04t82864.1itml;

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Nuclear Incident Team On the Emertyency Onerations Ceter

~(b)(6)1

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500

Watch Schedule April 4:

Mark Whitney 0400-0800/4 April
Brian Robinson

Karyn Durbin 1600-2000/4 April
Michael Worley

OFFICIAL USE ON5LY
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This information is for limited
distribution to those with aNEED TO MQ'OW

and should not be forwarded outside
your agency or organization without

prior clearance from U.S. DOE

Contact: DOEINNSA Nuclear Incident
Team: (b)(6)
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Current Status
* No major changes in airborne radiation levels at the Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant

* Additional power plant status in accompanying text SITREP

s External power supply now being used to power pumps injecting fresh water into reactor Units 1, 2
and 3, thus replacing temporary electrical pumps

* Unit 1: Reactor water level stable, core damage est. 70%, Freshwater injection continues.
Electrical power line connected. Pumping freshwater in spent fuel pool.

e Unit 2: Reactor water level stable, core damage est. 33%. Freshwater injection continues.
Electrical power line connected. Pumping freshwater in spent fuel pool.

# Unit 3: Reactor water level stable, core damage est. 33%. Freshwater injection continues.
Electrical power line connected. Pumping freshwater in spent fuel pool. trucks pumping water into
spent fuel pools.

e Unit 4: Spraying continues periodically for the spent fuel pool. Power restored, Trucks pumping
water into spent fuel pool.

* On a trial basis, synthetic resin was sprayed to prevent the spread of radioactive dust near the common
spent fuel pool.

, The Japanese national government is now encouraging evacuation for local residents within the 20-30
km radius of the site boundary. This is a slight change from the previous voluntary evacuation with
shelter in place for the 20-30 km zone.

3
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Current S tatus (continued)
TEPCO continues to address issues with water in trenches outside turbine buildings of Units 1, 2
and 3

* A 20 cm crack has been found in a pit connected to the Unit 2 turbine building and is leaking
radioactive water into the ocean with rad levels exceedinglO00 msV/hr, TEPCO attempted
to use polymeric and other materials on April 3 to seal the leak, but was unsuccessful,.
TE:PCO is curren tly njecting whbit•e dyel o trace the, pah f radioactive ,'ater from :oihS of

origin throgh te cmplx and, into) thle cea4n
e TEPCO constructing a water treatment facility to reduce activity in water discharged to the

sea and considering using a large floating platform to store up to 10,000 tons of radioactive
water.

4
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DOE/NNSA
Emergency Response

# Command, Control, Coordination:
* Nuclear Incident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall emergency

response
* Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy
, Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams
* Liaisons: DART, USPACOM, USAID, NRC

* Modeling
, National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC):

conducting predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling

+ Monitoring and Sampling
° Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT): Conducting

ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results analysis
* Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducts aerial detection for

mapping radiological ground material deposits
, Currently 3 platforms: 1 Fixed, 2 Rotary

# Assessment
Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT): Scientific
assessment of data updated daily from ground measurements and
AMS flights

* Medical Consultation
, Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site

(REACITS): Providing medical advice about radiological exposure

Deployed* (40)

Yokota AB
(2) SEO
(1) SEO Staff
(23) CMRT
(9): AMS

US Embassy Tokyo
(4) DART LNO

USPACOM HQ
(1) LNO

Upcominq personnel changes:

Several personnel enroute to/from
Japan 3-6 April.

*The number deployed does not
currently reflect DOE/NNSA personnel
assisting in nuclear energy (NE)
aspects of the response.

e ff ;c.aI dwotr ll
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Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.
International Enqaqement:

Met with MOFA and M EXT to develop a bilateral aerial
monitoring and data sharing plan

GOJ plans to issue a press release highlighting joint activities on
or about 5 April

Continued coordination on providing High Purity- Germanium

detectors to GOJ for sample analysis; ongoing coordination
for US laboratory analysis of Japanese collected soil samples

Nuclear Incident Team:

* Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data
spreadsheets to CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, and
WH

* Continued Coordination of rotation for deployed personnel

-OffWeseent
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Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.
Operations:
# Modeling

NARAC: Continued work on products normalizing NARAC models to measurements
taken in the field, Preliminary assessment of time correlated deposition and further
assessment of dose rate measurements correlated to actual weather patterns

* Field Monitoring and Assessment
o AMS UH-L (1): Flew along eastern flanks of: mountains on west side of Tohuka

Expressway north toKortyama to north side of Fukushima

AMS UH-1 (2): Surveyed coast south of Mito

AMS C-12: Flew in valley west of Fukushima Daiichi NPP, from south near
Shirasaka to mountains on west side, north to Shiroi, and east to ocean. Did
not fly in afternoon due to high winds,
AMS HH-60 .Reassigned by USAF

Ground teams: Continued surveys of military installations in Tokyo area in
Support of aerial apping. Teams conducted beta/gamma surveys and HPGe
inwsitu gamma spectrum measurements

Medical Consult
Nothing substantial to report
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Data Providers

* Japan
s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)
s Nuclear Safety Technology Center

(NUSTEC)
e Tokyo Electric Power Company

(TEPCO)
* Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry

and Fisheries (MAFF)
e Ministry of Education, Culture,

Sports, Science, and Technology
(MEXT)

e Ministry of Health, Welfare and
Labor

s Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency (NISA)

# Nuclear Safety Commission

* Consequence Management
Response Team
s CMRT/CMOC
o AMS
. AFRAT

* External US
e Japan Emergency Command

Center, US Embassy, Tokyo
s USAF, BSC Commander
* USAF, WC-135 Constant Phoenix
s Futenma Marine Corps Air Station
* Nuclear Regulatory Commission
* Naval Reactors

Officbl U~ OiiIy
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Guide to Interpretation
.US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

• First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during the

first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an urgent
action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the second year
DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in the

second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels
decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days following its
release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents would accumulate
the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2 years, 50 years).
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Guide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and sampling
should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of contamination of
agricultural products grown in these areas.

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors
show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical background.

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the radioactive
material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these areas may be
warranted.

*Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

'Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.

10
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

* An assessment of measurements gathered through 3 April
continues to show:
s Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or

relocation outside of 25 miles

* Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19
March

An assessment of measurements gathered at US military
installations in the Tokyo area through 3 April shows:

# Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation

s All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 pR/hr -a
level that poses no known health risk

s Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in
deposited radiation are anticipated

13
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W Forecasted WeatherApril 4.5, 2011

04104/2011 19:00:00 JST 04/04/2011 22:00:00 JST 04/05/2011 06:00:00 JST
in ...... IIIIIIIIII
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Planned Operations:
Next 24 Hrs

* Aerial Monitoring
o AMS UH-1: Re-flight along eastern fank of mountains on the west side of

Tohuka nExpresswayorthi to Korlyaman to the n o f Fukushima

C n12: Cdt survey near shoreIine and over ocean ro~h of plani,
When complete, lythe noah coast in towar:.Sendal.

* Ground Monitoring
o Complete beta/gamma exposure rate surveys. Radio nuclide evaluations

are to include in-situ measurement assessment of gamma isotopes.
Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan and the
Embassy Resident Towers in Tokyo, CMOC TOC at Yokota AB, and
Yokuska Naval Base.

* Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array utilizing Infields
and SMC.
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Planned Aerial/Field Monitoring Operations
April 5. 2011 Operational Period




